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Foreword

The stunning changes in the complexion of international politics that began
late in the decade of the 1980s and continue today will profoundly affect the
American military establishment as a whole, and the US Air Force in particular.
Decisions about the future course of the military will be made in the early part
of the 1990s which will essentially determine the course of the US Air Force well
into the next century. Decisions of such importance require thoughtful con-
sideration of all points of view.

This report is one in a special series of CADRE Papers which address many of
the issues that decision makers must consider when undertaking such momen-
tous decisions. The list of subjects addressed in this special series iL by no means
exhaustive, and the treatment of each subject is certainly not definitive. However.
the Papers do treat topics of considerable importance to the future of the US Air
Force, treat them with care and originality, and provide valuable insights.

We believe this special series of CADRE Papers can be of considerable value to
policymakers at all levels as they plan for the US Air Force and its role in the
so-called postcontainment environment.

ENýNIS M. DR2EW, Col. Us

Director
Airpower Research Institute
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Executive Summary

The US must take into account the nature of the threats confronting it in
devising its militaiy strategy and force structure. Recent years, however, have
brought significant changes in these threats. Therefore. the threats need to be
reassessed and reprioritized, and the implications of the outcome for US mnilitary
strategy and force structure should be examined.

In carrying out the reassessment and reprioritization of threats, it is essential
to observe two key principles: (1) emphasis should go to direct challenges to US
interests rather than to those of a peripheral concern, and (2) threats should be
weighted primarily in terms of the probability that they will actually materialize
and not In terms of what havoc they would wreak if they did materialize.

On tne basis of these criteria, four major threats seem likely to face the US in
the coming years. In descending order of importance, they are regional conflicts,
Soviet strategic nuclear forces, anti-US terrorism, and Soviet conventional
military forces.

This configuration of challenges establishes a number of requirements for
future US military strategy and force structure. Although it does not afford
detailed guidelines for either, it does set broad parameters for both. A few of these
requirements merely revalidate aspects of past strategy and force structure, but
many dictate new approaches.

ix
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Chapter 1

Introduction

THE national military strategy and Outside Europe. the Soviet Union has
military force structure of any state adopted a new attitude toward regional
should flow out of. or be tailored to. the conflicts. Instead of attempting to fan
threats that It faces to its security and the such conflicts for anti-Western purposes,

priorities that it attaches to these threats. the Soviet Union has moved toward

Since the late 1980s, however, the threats cooperation with the US to resolve, or at
confronting the US have been undergoing minimum to temper, these conflicts. Bycajonrontngte. Umid- 1991, collaboration of this sort be-
major change. tween the two superpowers had yielded

The most dramatic of these shifts has significant fruit. Free elections had taken
been in the nature of the Soviet challenge. place in Nicaragua. and the Sandinista
Old style Communist rule has collapsed government had turned over power to
throughout Eastern Europe. and the former opposition elements. Namibia
Warsaw Pact has disbanded.' The Soviet had achieved independence, Cuban
Union has unilaterally withdrawn sub- troops had withdrawn from Angola. and
stantsal numbers of its troops and the government and the rebels in Angola
weapons from Eastern Europe and has had agreed to a cease-fire and the holding
agreed to pull all of its forces out of the of multiparty elections. An effort had
region by the end of 1994.2 The Soviet begun under the auspices of the United
leadership, even fairly skeptical observers Nations (UN) to win acceptanco by the
concede, has reduced its overall military various factions in Kampuchea of a plan
spending and production as well as the for elections in that country. The UN
size of its conventional forces. In the Security Council had condemned Iraq's
wake of the involvement of many top invasion of Kuwait and had authorized
Soviet military officers in the abortive the use of force to bring about Iraq's
coup of August 1991, moreover, the new withdrawal. 5

Soviet minister of defense, Lt Gen (now New realities such as these modiflica-
Marshal) Yevgeni I. Shaposhnikov, has tions in Soviet policy suggest the need for
announced that 80 percent of the senior a systematic reassessment of the threats
officer corps will be replaced, and the that the US will face to its security in the
Soviet military as a whole seems to be in y ars ahead They highlight in particular
substantial disarray.3 Although these the desirability of reordering the threats
developments have not totally eliminated in a coherent manner.
the capacity of the Soviet Union to launch
an attack on members of the North Atlan-
tic Treaty Organization (NATO), the Underlying Perspectives
developments have made initiating such
an attack more difficult, and they have IN approaching the subject of threats to
substantially lengthened the warning US security, this paper focuses on threats
time available to NATO that an attack which have at least a military component
might be in the offing.4 or for which military power has some
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relevance. It is Important to recognize coicentiation oil clhallenges with a clear
that these will not constitute all of the tnilitary dimllension to thein appears ap-
security threats with which the US will propriate.
probably have to deal. For example. To arrive at a prioritizattion of sectiritv
economic as well as military threats will threats. this paper applies two criteria.
almost certainly exist. These could in- First. it evaluates threats with an eii-
elude such things as the possibility of tIe phasis on the probability that they will
world breaking up into competing materialize, rather than onl how

economic blocs-a development which
would have seriously adverse effects ona
US economic well-being. did materialize. Despite the williligne.,s

Indeed, the weight of military threats of tie US to accept a high level of spend-

In the overall array of security challenges Ing to carry out Operation Desert Storm

to the US will In all likelihood decline in agaiost Iraq in early l. in the itture
the years ahead. The reductions inl th I it will p)robably cut back severely on the

Soviet military threat that have already resources chaiit .levotes to hancdling

taken place or seem to loom on the militarychallenges. 7 In stch a (oluiex. a

horizon will greatly lower the general level worst-case analysis has little merit. It

of military challenges, for the Soviet would tend to downplay the threats that

threat has long had a dominant influence the US might have t o address through

on US assessments of military challenges actual combsi and it would tend to stress

to US security. At the same time, the those threats least likely to reach this

increased economic interdependence of stage.

the US and the rest of the world Is Dismissing the seriousness of out -

heightening the potential impact of collies for the US as a factor in ranking

economic threats on the US. This trend threats, however, would go too tar. li-

will no doubt persist, and it could well (teed. such a course might guarantee that

intensify. Improbable threats turned into harsh

The growing significance of economic realities. Therefore, In rating threals.

challenges may even compel the US to this paper accords weight to thie gravity

revise Its concept of vital interests. In the of the impact on t(ie US if strife trtly

past, It has defined a vital interest as one emerged front them, but it treats .his

sufficiently Important to justify going to consideration as a subs' -iarv one.
war to protect.6 Yet military Instruments Second. this paper assesses challenges

do not represent adequate means for in terms of the degree to which they will
coping with economic threats. To be directly allect US interests. If the US
sure, these instruments are not totally operates In the J 990s and beyond under
Irrelevant to economic challenges. conditions of fiscal austerity as already
Military forces can be used, for instance. suggested, it cannot afford to treat .uist
to protect sea-lanes for trade and to as- any sort of potential conflict or the out-
sure access to key natural resources, break of conflict just anyvwhere as a
But, basically, military power has only threat. The US must channel its alien-
limited applicability to economic con- lion toward conflicts that really matter.
cerns. and not become distracted by conflicts of

Nevertheless, the purpose of this paper peripheral concern. Otherwise, the US
is to lay out in a prioritized fashion those will dissipate its energies and resources

threats critical for shaping military and risk succumbing to a major chal-
strategy and force structure. In this light, lenge.

2
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Organization oD the Study The treatments of the four threats fol-
low a common pattern. Each begins with

ON THE basis of these criteria, this a discussion of where the th-reat will
paper identifies four major security chal- probably fall in the overall ranking of

lenges that the US will probably face in challenges and why. Then it explores the

the years ahead and orders them accord- precise nature of the threat.

ing to their likely severity. These challen- A fLnal chapter highlights the key im-

ges are regional conflicts, Soviet strategic plications for US military strategy and

nuclear forces, anti-US terrorism, and force structure of the likely challenges to

Soviet conventional military forces. US security examined in the preceding

Chapters 2 through 5 go Into these pages. These implications derive from

threats individually, both the relative weight and character of
the threats Identified.

Notes

1. The member states dissolved the Warsaw States Defenses: Reshaping Our Foices." speech
Pact's military structure at the end of March 1991. delivered at the Aspen Institute. Aspen. Colorado, 2
and on 1 July 1991 they agreed to abolish Gite August 1990. in Vital Speeches of the D[yy41. no. 2
organization entirely. Such a step requires ratifica- (1 September 1990): 676-79: and Patrick E. Tyler,
tion of the agreement by each country't parliament. "Pentagon Beseiged," New York Times. 5 September
a process expected to take less than six months. See 1991.
Steven Greenhouse. "Death Knell Rings for Warsaw 5. For official US acknowledgment of the Soviet
Pact," New York Times, 2 July 1991. Union's contributions to the achievement of these

2. This commitment by the Soviet Union to results, see Secretary of State Jaiaes Baker. "From
remove its forces from Eastern Europe has come for Points to Pathways of Mutual Advantage: Next
the most part through bilateral accords with in- Steps in Soviet-American Relations." address to the
dividual East European countries. In the case of the American Committee on US-Soviet Relations,
former German Democratic Republic (GDR), how- Washington. D.C.. 19 October 1990. in US Depa.4-
ever, It was Incorporated into the German reuniflca- merit of State Dispatch 1. no. 8 (22 (--tober 1990):
tion treaty signen by the US. France. the United 199-203 and especially 200.
Kingdom. the Soviet Union, the Federal Republic of 6. This notion of vital interests has long per-
Germany. and the GDR on 12 September 1990. See meated American thinking about national security
"Treaty on the Final Settlement with Respect to affairs. For a good Illustration. see Donald E.
Germany," US Department of State Dispatch 1. no. Nuechterlein. "National Interests and National
6 (8 October 1990): 164-67. Strategy: The Need for Priority." in Understanding

3. On Soviet military cutbacks, see Department U.S. Strategy: A Reader. ed. Terry L. Heyns
of Defense, Soviet Military Power 1990(Washington, (Washington. D.C.: National Defense University
D.C.: Government Printing Office. September Press. 1983). 42. Nuechterlein. then professor of
1990). chaps. 3 and 4: International Institute for international affairs at the Federal Executive In-
Strategic Studies, The Military Balance 1990-1991 stitute, had served on the senior staff of the Office
(London: Brassey's, Autumn 1990). 30-33. of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Interrs-
Regarding Shaposhnikov's announcement and the tional Security Affairs. Moreover. his paper was
general state of the Soviet military post-August presented at the Ninth National Secartty Affairs
1991, see Michael Dobbs, 'Soviet Military Chiefs Conference, cosponsored by the National Defense
Ousted," Washington Post, 26 August 1991: Fred University and the Office of the Assistant Secretary
Hiatt, "Soviet Military Seeks New Focus Amid Un- of Defense for International Security Affairs.
certainty." Washington Post, 1 September 1991. 7. See Michael R. Gordon "Despite War. Pen-

4. Soviet Military Power 1990. 16-17 and 96-97: tagon Plans Big Cuts." New York Times. 3 February
the Department of Defense plan for US military 1991: Walter S. Mossberg. "Even the Scaled-Down
strategy In the 1990s approved by President George Military Machine Planned for '95 Would Lea,.e the
Bush in August 1990. as detailed in Michael R. US a Still-Potent Force," Wall Street Journal 14
Gordon, "Pentagon Drafts New Battle Plan." New March 1991.
York Times, 2 August 1990: George Bush. "United
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Chapter 2

Regional Conflicts

AT THE top of the list of threats to US with capabilities too limited to exert much
security Interests into the twenty-first influence in the global arena generally
century will stand regional conflicts, have nonetheless assumed significant
Such conflicts represent the challenges roles in regional contexts. This group
most likely to arise, and although no includes such diverse entities as India.
single conflict will probably affect US Brazil, South Africa, Iraq. and the
security interests in a devastatingly ad- Republic of Korea. Thus, regional bal-
verse way, even one could have a major ances of power today involve an expanded
negative impact. Several conflicts at once set of key actors, and the key actors
would undoubtedly create serious themselves vary from region to region.
security problems for the US. Not all Moreover, with the growing inclination
regional conflicts, of course, will qualify of both the US and the Soviet Union since
as threats to US security, but a significant the early 1980s to refrain from even In-
proportion of them will do so. direct military confrontation with each

This ranking for regional conflicts other in regional contexts, many other
reflects a combination of factors. states feel less inhibited than they did

previously about engaging in military

Increase of Regional undertakings. Because of the reduced
CsonfReio l risk of having to take on a superpower,

these states calculate that they might be

'IRST, there has been a considerable able to redress their grievances against a
p'olfteration of regional conflicts since government or another state by military

the 1960s; they now represent the prin- means. Such thinking appeals par-
cipal form of strife in the world and are ticularly to the newly prominent regional

likely to retain that distinction in the actors, but it is by no means confined to
years ahead.1 Such a prospect results them. Some small states and even op-
from some key changes in the global en- position elements within a variety of
vironment. countries exhibit it as well.

A far more complicated diffusion of Of no less consequence, the potential
power has taken place than President for insurgencies has increased greatly
Richard Nixon and National Security Ad- since the mid- 1970s. Western colonial
viser Henry Kissinger envisioned in the rule, to be sure, has essentially vanished
early 1970s. They believed that the as an issue, for virtually all of the former
bipolar world dominated by the US and Western colonies have now achieved
the Soviet Union was giving way to a sovereignty. But-ironically in an age of
world with five major poles-the US. the growing economic interpendence-
Soviet Union, China, a unified Western ethnic/religious nationalism has been on
Europe, and Japan.2 Yet over the inter- the rise in many places, and this trendvening years a fairly large group of states has led to demands by numerous

5
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ethnic/religious groups for inde- countries qualified as highly militarized.
pendence. Even the Soviet Union has not That Is, they had managed to acquire
been immune to such a development: in sophisticated aircraft, armored vehicles,
fact, holding that country's various missiles, and often ships, through arms
ethnic/religious groups together in a imports and/or domestic production.
single entity now rivals improvement of The 19 were Angola. Afghanistan, Argen-
the Soviet economy as the most critical tina. Brazil, China, Egypt, India, Iran,
task facing Moscow. Furthermore, as Ina, Brazl, Chi egyptia Iran'
ethnic/religious tensions have Iraq, Israel, the Democratic People's
heightened throughout the world, so too Republic of Korea, the Republic of Korea,
has the inclination of ethnic/religious Libya. Pakistan, Saudi Arabia. South

minorities to resort to insurrection to Africa, Syria, Taiwan, and Thailand.3

achieve their desired end of sovereignty. At the beginning of the 1990s, the
The Sikhs in India and the Tamils in Sri number of states that openly admitted
Lanka afford good illustrations. As a having nuclear weapons remained the
result, the emergence of guerrilla warfare same as it had been since the mid-
against at least most governments 1960s-five. Aside from the US and the
perceived to be oppressive by Soviet Union, there were Great Britain,
ethnic/religious groups must be con-
sidered a real possibility. France, and China. But four other

It should be stressed, however, that the countries-India, Israel, Pakistan, and
line between domestic conflict and state South Africa-were said to be de facto

conflict is also becoming increasingly nuclear weapons states. Four additional
blurred. Ethnic and religious minorities countries-Iraq, Iran, the Democratic
in one state often have affinities with the People's Republic of Korea, and Algeria-
rulers of neighboring states, and these were thought to have launched or
common bonds have persuaded the probably to have launched nuclear
rulers of an expanding number of weapons programs. Still another two--
countries to provide arms or some form Libya and Taiwan-had in the past un-
of assistance to insurgents in other dertaken initiatives designed to provide
states. Newly important regional actors 4

have been especially willing to engage in them with nuclear weapons.

such activities. For instance, Pakistan in Other than the US and the Soviet
the 1990s has been supporting the Mus- Union. only two countries-Iraq and
lim rebels in Kashmir whom India has Iran-were known to possess chemical
been trying to suppress. weapons in the late 1980s. However,

another 19 states were suspected of

Enhanced Firepower of having or attempting to obtain such
Many Participants weapons, and an additional nine werebeing closely monitored for indications

SECOND, no longer are the industrial- that they were trying to acquire weapons
Ized states of the world the sole posses- of this type. The first group included
sors of large stocks of modern Bulgaria, Burma, China, Czechoslovakia,
conventional weapons and equipment; Egypt, Ethiopia. France, Hungary, In-
nuclear, chemical, and biological donesia, Israel, the Democratic People's
weapons have also spread substantially Republic of Korea, Laos, LUbya, Romania,
and seem destined to continue to do so. South Africa, Syria, Taiwan, Vietnam,
By the late 1980s, 19 developing and Yugoslavia. In the second group

6
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were Argentina. Brazil. Chile, India, the countries relied on purchases from
Republic of Korea. Pakistan. Peru. Saudi abroad for their missile stocks. Neverthe-
Arabia. and Thailand.5  less, five of the six in the latter group

By early 1991. according to a US Navy (Syria was the lone exception) had known
intelligence report. 14 countries outside development programs tor military mis-
the Soviet Union and NATO "probably" siles. The same held true for Argentina.
possessed chemical weapons. This list Brazil, India. Pakistan. and South Africa.8

included Burnma, China. Egypt, India,
Iran, Iraq. Israel, the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea, the Republic of Korea. Characteristics of New
Libya. Pakistan. Syria. Taiwan, and Viet- Mlitary Powers
nam. Four other states, among them
Saudi Arabia. were thought possibly to THIRD, ny of the states that have
have such weapons. and another 10 HRmn ftesae hthvhavetries werepbeoiev to be seeking acquired or pursued additional firepower
countries were believed for their arsenals, particularly those in

Varios Uthe third world, display some common
characteristics pertinent to their likely

liam H. Webster, director of the Central behavior in the years ahead. They have
Intelligence Agency, claimed in the late engaged in military combat at someJunc-
1980s that at least 10 countries aside ture in the last 10-15 years. and at the
from the US had or were seeking to moment they find themselves locked in
produce biological weapons. No regional power struggles with other
enumeration of the group was provided countries in the group. Perhaps most
on the grounds that compiling the list had Important, they share a conviction that
involved secret intelligence sources, but military power affords status and in-
the Soviet Union, Iraq. and Iran evidently fluence in the international arena.9

appeared on this list. A later US Navy
intelligence analysis indicated that it in-
cluded Syria as well.7  Direct Threats to

Many of the new and would-be posses- Direct rets
sors of nuclear, chemical, and biological US Security
weapons have deployed or are in the FINALLY. US security is or would be
process of obtaining advanced means for affected directly and adversely in some
possible delivery of such weapons. At the manner by a substantial number of exist-
beginning of the 1990s, 11 countries- Ing or potential regional conflicts.
China. Egypt, France, Iran. Iraq. Israel.
the Democratic People's Republic of Current Threats
Korea, the Republic of Korea. Libya. Six regional conflicts under way at
Saudi Arabia, and Syria-had ballistic present pose security challenges to the
missiles in the field. Only China. France. US. They are:
and Israel. it is true, could unquestion- 1. Persian Gulf. Iraq's seizure of
ably put nuclear, chemical, or biological Kuwait and Its other efforts in August
warheads on these missiles. Moreover, 1990 to pressure Saudi Arabia and the
Just China. France. Israel. the rest of the Arab states in the Gulf to
Democratic People's Republic of Korea, increase the price of oil represented an
the Republic of Korea, and Syria built attempt by Saddam Hussein to establish
their own missiles: the rest of the Iraq as the dominant power in the region.

7
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Had he succeeded in this endeavor, the area. A weak government unacceptable
present governments of these countries to the country's Kurds might unleash a
might have toppled, and the US, Western drive to forge a Kurdish state out of the
Europe. and Japan might have found Kurdish-inhabited portions of Iraq. Iran.
their long-term access to the oil of the Syria, and Turkey. Neither of these pos-
area Impeded. Such considerations, as sible alternatives appears likely at the
well as the desire to shape the post-cold moment in view of the success of Saddam
war world order, underlay the US Hussein's efforts at suppressing Shilte
decisions to dispatch troops to the Gulf and Kurdish rebellions after his
in August 1990 and to resort to force to withdrawal from Kuwait, but given the
expel Iraq from Kuwait in January 1991. flux in Iraq, it would be imprudent to rule

The subsequent defeat of Saddam them out.
Hussein's forces by the US and its coali- Furthermore, Iraq does not constitute
tion partners in late February 1991 has the only potential threat In the region to
greatly diminished the Iraqi threat. Not the US and the Gulf monarchies. Iran
only did Iraq lose most of its facilities for could once again assume a menacing
producing chemical and biological stance. Although the Tehran government
weapons and nuclear material during the rejected Saddam Hussein's attempt in
course of the allied bombing campaign, January 1991 to draw Iran into a holy war
but Its conventional forces suffered heavy against the US and Its Arab allies, Iran
losses of men and equipment during the has nonetheless made plain its opposi-
air war and the brief ground campaign tion to a US military presence in the
that followed. Indeed. Saddam Hussein region. Iraq's emergence in a weakened
himself has faced overt opposition to his condition from its confrontation with the
rule since the conclusion of the war. US could embolden Iran to renew its ef-

Nevertheless, the sources of strife in forts to claim the leading role in the Gulf,
the Gulf and US concern about them have and It might seek to accomplish this goal
by no means vanished with Iraq's military by showing that it could stand up effec-

defeat. As long as Saddam Hussein tively to the US and the Gulf monarchies.

remains in power, Iraq might try to defy Such a possibility is enhanced by the fact
that the "moderates" in Tehran, who have

its conquerors and eventually resume its ta h mdrts nThawohv
iffots conqueroand eveintluaresue intse virtually abandoned Iran's anti-US and
efforts to expand its influence in the anti-Arab militancy in the 1990s, have
region. To do so, Saddam Hussein might not yet fully consolidated their hold on
well revive his Islamic populist appeals in power." A resurgence of the "radicals" is
an attempt to eliminate a US presence not wholly out of the question. Aware-
from the region and to oust the Gulf ness of this reality has helped to persuade
monarchies that now oppose him. His the Arab monarchies of the Gulf to
machinations to preserve the Iraqi propose the conclusion of a security pact
nuclear assets that the bombing of the with Iran.' 2

country did not destroy lend additional 2. Eastern Mediterranean. The
weight to this possibility.'° decades-old conflict between Israel and

Not all post-Hussein regimes in Iraq, the Arabs (Palestinians and most Arab
however, would Inevitably ensure states) continues, and this conflict impin-
regional tranquillity. A government ges on US security interests in complex
dominated by Shia Muslim fundamen- ways. On the one hand, Israel is a long-
talists, for instance, might ally with Iran time US ally: moreover, because Israel
and attempt to bring down the Gulf qualifies as one of the major military
monarchies and exclude the US from the powers in the Middle East, close ties with

8
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it help to ensure that the region does not because of continued Israeli occupation
come under the domination of an anti-US of territories that belonged to Arab states
coalition. This relationship does not en- prior to 1967, and because of the Israeli-
tall US military bases on Israeli soil or Palestinian struggle. Tensions have in-
even regular US access to Israeli military creased since the late 1980s, when the
facilities. But it does tend to transform Palestinians of the West Bank and Gaza
threats to Israeli security Into threats to launched an intifada, or uprising, against
US security." Israeli control of these lands. Israel has

In the early 1990s, the most serious not managed to come up with political
threat to Israel has come from Iraq. After proposals that would end the rebellion or
the conclusion of the Iran-Iraq war in to quell it militarily.
August 1988, Saddam Hussein sought to Developments during the 1991 Persian
assert leadership of the Arab world by Gulf war may temporarily ease the dif-
mobilizing it against Israel. He also en- ficulties confronting the US in this
deavored to strengthen Iraq's hand regard. The Palestine Liberation Or-
militarily with respect to Israel. Not only ganizatlon supported Saddam Hussein.
did Hussein retain the huge armed forces while Israel showed great restraint in the
that he had built up during the war, but face of Iraq's Scud missile attacks on
he persisted in turning out chemical Israeli cities. This contrast in behavior
weapons, moved to produce biological made a strong impression on Arab mem-
weapons, and worked on developing bers of the anti-Iraq coalition such as
nuclear weapons and ballistic missiles. Egypt and Saudi Arabia. Indeed. by late
When the US launched a military attack July 1991 It had helped to persuade
in January 1991 to drive Iraq from Syria, Lebanon. Egypt. Saudi Arabia. and
Kuwait, Hussein fired missiles at Israeli Jordan to agree to attend a regional peace
cities, hoping to draw Israel into the fray. conference which would pave the way for
rally all Arabs to his cause, and split the direct negotiations with Israel. 1

5 Never-
Western-Arab coalition arrayed against theless. US ties with Israel will probably
him. continue to complicate US dealings with

Iraq's military defeat in early 1991 by the Arab states as long as the territorial
the coalition of countries headed by the and Palestinian issues are unresolved.
US has greatly eased this particular 3. Korean Peninsula. Korea remains
threat. Yet other threats of a less impos- divided, and an attack by the Democratic
ing character persist. Perhaps the most People's Republic of Korea on the
serious of these comes from Syria. which Republic of Korea not only would pul a
continues to possess ý-irly significant longtime ally of the US in danger but
military assets and has been endeavoring could also cause major instability in
to enhance these assets since the end of Japan, the biggest US trading partner in
the 1991 Gulf war.1 4  Asia and its key ally there. Although the

On the other hand, the US wants to Pyongyang government in 1991 reluc-
remain on friendly terms with as many of tantly dropped its opposition to the seat-
the Arab countries as possible. Their ing of both Koreas in the United Nations,
goodwill, especially that of the oil there is little evidence that North Korean
producers, goes a long way toward President Kim 11 Sung or his potential
guaranteeing a continuing flow of oil from successors have given up the dream of
the Middle East to the US, Western uniting the peninsula under their aegis.
Europe, and Japan. In fact. the Democratic People's Republic

Yet association with Israel strains US of Korea seems to be working assiduousfy
relations with all of the Arab countries to build up and modernize Its military
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forces; it even appears to be trying to ment and two from each of the three
acquire nuclear weapons.1 6  opposition factions, but it would cede

The Soviet Union's decision In Septem- much of Its authority to the UN. Some
ber 1990 to establish formal relations 5,000 UN peacekeeping troops and 1.200
with the Republic of Korea may have UN officials would then run the country.
reduced the chances of adventurism by organize a cease-fire and nationwide elec-
the Democratic People's Republic of tions, disarm the combatants, and en-
Korea. for even though the Democratic sure that all foreign forces had departed
People's Republic of Korea has a domestic and all foreign military aid had ceased. ' 8

arms Industry of real consequence, the Yet not until June 1991 did the four
country is still dependent on imports parties to the accord formally commit
from the Soviet Union for Its most ad- themselves to a cease-fire and to stop
vanced weapons and equipment.' 7 How- receiving foreign arms, and they were still
ever. this Soviet step by no means accusing one another of violations of the
precludes a future resort to force by the cease-fire in mid-1991.19 Such foot-
Pyongyang government. Indeed, the dragging leaves open to serious question
greater the diplomatic success of the the ultimate implementation of the agree-
Republic of Korea in undermining the ment.
claim of the Democratic People's Republic 5. Philippines. Circumstances here
of Korea to represent the whole of the have relevance to the US on two counts.
Korean Peninsula, the more tempted the One is the local facilities that US military
Pyongyang government may be to adopt forces have used in the past and to which
militarv measures to bolster its position. they will evidently retain access at least a

4. Thailand-Cambodia Area. Viet- while longer. In September 1991, the
nam withdrew Its military forces from Philippines senate rejected an agreement
Camnbodia In 1989, but the Khmer reached by the governments of the US
government that it left in authority has and the Philippines in July 1991 which
had difficulty in coping with the would have allowed the US to continue to
heightened military activities of the maintain forces, although reduced in
Khmer Rouge. The intensified fighting size, at the naval base at Subic Bay until
could spill over into Thailand, an ally of 2001, but it now seems probable that any
the US for many years. It could eventu- US withdrawal from the Subic Bay
ally involve Thailand in full-scale hos- facilities will take place over two to seven
tilities. years. Moreover, the new senate that will

The accord concluded in September emerge from the general elections
1990 by the four warring political factions scheduled for 1992 might prove more
of Cambodia-the followers of Prince amenable to an agreement than the
Norodom Sihanouk and the Khmer present senate has. Prior to the begin-
People's National LUberation Front of Son ning of eruptions by Mount Pinatubo in
Sann: as well as the Phnom Penh govern- June 1991. it looked as if the US might
ment and the Khmer Rouge-does offer keep some presence at Clark Air Base as
some hope that such an outcome can be well: however, an Air Force survey team
averted. This agreement committed the found that this facility was too severely
four groups to a framework for a com- damaged by the volcanic eruptions to be
prehensive peace that the five permanent rehabilitated. 2 The second considera-
members of the UN Security Council had tion has to do with the special relation-
drafted. According to this plan. a new ship between the two states. The
Supreme National Council would be set Philippines has long been a US ally. and
up with six representatives of the govern- because it Is a former US colony, it will in
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all likelihood remain an ally-regardless implications for US security is difficult,
of the fate of the bases or the extent of the for future events impossible to foresee at
US military presence in the country. this Juncture might lengthen the list.

The present government in the Philip- Nonetheless, the following clearly qualify
pines faces challenges not only from for inclusion:
domestic communist insurgents but also 1. Balkans. As a result of the political
from military elements aligned with ferment In the region since 1989, in-
civilians prominent under the old Fer- stability has increased enormously in
dinand Marcos regime. If Corazon Bulgaria. Romania. Yugoslavia, and Al-
Aquino's successor as president is also at bania. Reformist communist elements of
odds with the two groups, he or she, like varying stripes now exercise dominant
Aquino, will confront the demanding task influence in Bulgaria, Romania, and even
of fending off both of their threats. Albania, although in Bulgaria and Al-
Should a neo-Marcoist government come bahia they operate in governmental coali-
to power, it will probably have to cope tions with other forces. But the new
with an intensified communist insurrec- regimes confront political opposition from
tion. both old-line communist bureaucrats

6. The Andean States. In the 1990s, and different types of noncommunist
drug cartels operating out of Peru. groups. Moreover, the economic situa-
Bolivia, and Colombia supply the bulk of tions in all three states have gone from
the cocaine that enters the US. Portions bad to worse, with little prospect for sig-

of Peru and Bolivia serve as the main coca nificant improvement in the near term.

producing areas, while Colombia is the In Yugoslavia, the two most economically

site of most of the processing advanced republics, Slovenia and

laboratories.2 1  Croatia, have come under the rule of
defectors from the former Yugoslav Coin-

The governments of these three munist party, while Serbia, the most
countries are, to varying degrees, populous republic, has confirmed in
engaged in military struggles with the authority officials of the renamed Comn-
local drug cartels, for the cartels often munist party. This split has exacerbated
have private oarmies" that carry out kid- the struggle among the country's six
nappings and other terrorist activities to republics and two autonomous provinces
intimidate law enforcement officials. Ar c over the state's future shape. In this
of the governments also face insurgencies struggle, both Slovenia and Croatia have
led by radical political groups, and these declared their independence, although
groups sometimes act in concert- they hold out the possibility of eventual
perhaps even in outright collusion-with association with other republics on a con-
the drug cartels. Guenrilla organizations federal basis; Serbia has endeavored to

such as Sandero Luminoso in Peru have peserve and domia h eaol edera
atteptedto dvane thir ause by Preserve and dominate the old federal

attempted to advance their causes o c structures or at least to annex all territory
making themselves the protectors of coca in the country with a majority Serbian
producing peasants against government population. The Yugoslav military high
agencies trying to stop the growing of command, composed largely of Serbian
coca.?2  officers who belong to the revamped Com-
Potential Threats munist party, has at times employed force

on its own authority to prevent any
Identifying all of the regional conflicts weakening of the federation. To top

with a reasonable probability of develop- things off. the Yugoslav economy Is now
ing in the years ahead and with direct in shambles because of the failure of
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Yugoslav socialism and the political might become engaged in military clashes
maneuvering by the republics and with Bulgaria or Yugoslavia over the old
autonomous provinces. territorial question of Macedonia and/or

This instability could lead to sustained over treatment of Macedonians in Greece.
armed conflicts of a diverse nature, and Bulgaria. or Yugoslavia. Italy might do
some of these could wind up involving the same with Yugoslavia (more properly.
NATO allies of the US--especially Turkey, Slovenia and Croatia) over old boundary
but Greece and Italy as well. For in- claims along the Adriatic coast and the
stance, Bulgaria has a substantial Istria Peninsula and/or over the Italian
Turkish minority, and during the last minority in Yugoslavia.
stage of the Zhlvkov era in the late 1980s, 2. Transcaucasla and Turkey. The
this minority suffered severe oppression, Transcaucasian republics of the Soviet
with the consequence that a flood of Union-Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Geor-
refugees entered Turkey. This situation gia-have now asserted their sovereignty,
evoked an official complaint from Turkey. and it is possible that some or all of them
Although the current Bulgarian govern- might become independent of the Soviet
ment has adopted a more liberal policy Union in the not too distant future. Such
toward the Turkish minority, some non- a development might well produce con-
communist political groups and most siderable instability and even armed
Bulgarians seem to favor a repressive strife in the area. Not only are there
approach toward it.24 If a Sofia govern- strong political and social cleavages
ment pursued such a course, and par- within these republics, but the republics
ticularly if it sought to expel Turks, it themselves have major quarrels with
could well provoke a confrontation with each other. For example, Azerbaijan con-
Turkey. tains an enclave of Armenians who would

Significant numbers of individuals of like to become part of Armenia, and since
Greek extraction live in Albania, and their the late 1980s the Armenian republic has
lot has been hard over the years. There- agitated openly for transfer of this enclave
fore, when the Tirana government eased to its control or at least self rule for the
the country's border controls at the area.
beginning of 1991, many fled to Greece. If violence became the norm in the
The Greek government, convinced that region, Turkey, a key US ally because of
Albanian officials were encouraging the its position at the junction of southern
exodus to get rid of some opposition ele- Europe and the northern tier of the Mid-
ments before the state's first multiparty dle East, could face serious threats. Ar-
elections took place later in the year, menia, for instance, has an old grudge
lodged a formal protest, for the new ar- against Turkey for the alleged massacre
rivals severely taxed its limited resources of Armenians by Turks during and after
for handling refugees. Eventually, the World War 1, and Armenian antipathy
Tirana authorities said that they would toward Turkey has been heightened in
readmit without punishment any Al- the 1990s by Ankara's efforts, since
banian citizens who wished to return.2 central authority has attenuated in the
Were Albania to renege on this promise or Soviet Union, to build links with Azer-
to continue to press the Greek minority baijan, now Armenia's arch foe.
to depart, tensions between the two 3. Turkey-Syria-Iraq. Turkey, a US
countries might rise to new heights and ally, participated in the emborgo against
lead to military encounters. Iraq after Saddam Hussein's forces in-

Other, perhaps less probable, vaded Kuwait in August 1990, and it even
scenarios can be envisioned too. Greece allowed US planes to fly missions against
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Iraqi targets after the onset of the Persian verse for the West in general. The conflict
Gulf war in January 1991. These actions could impede Western commercial and
could ultimately result in an armed con- military operations In the Mediterranean
frontatlon between Turkey and Iraq, Sea, and It could spill over into the Mus-
regardless of the nature of the govern- lrm minorities of US allies along the
ment In Baghdad. Whoever holds the northern Mediterranean littoral, thereby
reins of authority in Iraq in the future will disrupting the domestic order of these
probably not soon forget Turkey's be- states.
havior and could decide to redress this
grievance by a resort to arms In some Basic Nature of the
fashion. Chaclenges

Furthermore, another situation has
been emerging since the 1980s thatcould THE diffuse origins of the threats
lead to military clashes between Turkey. enumerated above render generalization
on the one hand, and Iraq and/or Syria, about them difficult. To a large extent.
on the other. Turkey has been construct- each situation will entail unique features.
ing a huge system of dams in the eastern Yet three observations of a broad charac-
part of its territory, and this system, when ter are worth making.
in full operation, will have the capacity to Although all of these conklncts have
Interrupt the flow of a large portion of the direct Implications for US security, the
water supply upon which both Iraq and kind of challenges that they pose to US
Syria depend. Turkey, in fact, has al- security interests is far from uniform.
ready staged a brief demonstration of the Some threaten the well-being of the US
capabilities that it wilenj homeland and US citliens there. Others
open question as to how long Iraq and threaten US access to mlibtary bases or
Syria will be willing to tolerate this state facilities overseas or the wellare of US
of affairs. citizens abroad. Others threaten the

4. North Africa. in 1991 Saddam security of countries allied with the US on
Hussein's battle with the US-led coalition the basis of some common security con-
seeking to free Kuwait generated cerns. And still others threaten to dis-
widespread pro-Iraqi responses from rupt regional balances of power in ways
militant Islamic elements throughout the deleterious to the US.
region. These responses underline the The conflicts do not cover the entire
growing possibilities for a struggle be- globe by any means. They are con-

tween such elements and the elements centrated In two general areas: (1) the
currently In control of local governments. Mediterranean littoral and the Middle
cuththently erian control ofcal governm . East, and (2) East and Southeast Asia.
Both the Algerian and Tunisian govern- Although -some of these conflicts in-
ments, for example, have recently begun volve insurgencies. almost none of them
to face serious challenges of this nature, is exclusively an insurgency. Indeed. few
and the Egyptian government has done are even primarily domestic in nature:
so for a number of years.27 most have key state-to-state dimensions.

If such a struggle were to take military
form, the outcome could be highly ad-
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Chapter 3

Soviet Strategic Nuclear Forces

AMONG the major threats to US security to reach the US, and. as US allies, they

interests In the foreseeable future, Soviet have shown no inclination to atquire vast
strategic nuclear forces will come next quantities of additional vehicles of this

after regional conflicts. An attack on the sort. China. too. lacks much in the way
US by these forces is highly improbable-- of credible delivery systems. Although it

in fact, it is the least likely to materialize is currently expanding its strategic
of all of the potential challenges to US forces, this program Is proceeding at a
secur'ty. The changes under way in the slow pace because of its fairly low position

Soviet Union in the aftermath of the at- on the Beijing government's overall scale
tempted coup by hardline political ele- of Investment priorities. Thus. China
ments in August 1991 make It even more probably will not pose a major strategic
Improbable than ever before. But this challenge to the US for decades. None of

sort of attack would wreak such havoc if the de facto nuclear powers mentioned
it did take place that the forces merit earlier currently has the means to strik,

substantial US concern. These forces- the US. and the chances that these
may well decrease in the years ahead, but countries will develop such means in the
they will still remain imposing. foreseeable future are remote. The samne

goes for the aspiring nuclear powers.'

Since Mikhail Gorbachev assumed
power in 1985. to be sure, the Soviet

Explanation leadership has striven to convince
Washington that the Soviet Union har-
bors no aggressive intent toward the US.

TODAY, the Soviet Union Is the only Top Soviet officials have propounded the

country in the world with the capacity to "new thinking" that development of the
inflict catastrophic damage on the US combat capabilities of the Soviet armed

through the employment of nuclear forces should be based on the principle of
weapons, and it in all likelihood will "reasonable sulficiency." and at Soviet
retain that unique status well into the instigation, the members of the Warsaw

twenty-first century. Despite the Pact proclaimed in May 1987 their corn-
weakening of central authority that ap- mit merit to a doctrine of "defensive

pears to be taking place in the Soviet defense."2 In accordance with these

Union, the key republic leaders favor shifts in verbal posture, the Soviet Union
retention of some form of central govern- has taken some concrete steps of note. It
ment with responsibility for, among other has withdrawn or agreed to withdraw all

things, the military-including nuclear of Its troops from Eastern Europe. At-
forces. Of the other acknowledged ghanistan. and Mongolia. and it has
nuclear powers, France and the United vigorously pursued negotiations on both
Kingdom each have just a small number conventional and strategic arms control.
of delivery vehicles with sufficient range In the process of these negotiations, it has
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even accepted verification measures far In addition, the Soviet Union has to
more intrusive than any which It had worly about countries other than the tIS
been willing to consider previously.' that already possess nuclear weapons

In the strategic realm specifically, the and delivery systems capable of reaching
Soviet leadership has indicated that Soviet territory or that may obtain them

Soviet-US parity is what It desires. within a relatively few years. For ex-

Moreover, it has held that cuts in the ample, the Soviet Union has in the past

Soviet Union's strategic nuclear forces quarreled severely with China, and even

will not necessarily harm Soviet security though Moscow has carried out a rap-

as long as parity exists. Indeed, it has prochement with Beijing since the 1980s.
considerable potential remains for a fu-

conducted strategic arms control negotia- ture clash between the two countries be-
tions with the avowed purnose of reduc- cause of conflicting national interests. To
ing the strategic nuclear forces of both take just one more case, the Soviet Union
superpowers by 50 percent.4  has had a troubled relationship with Iran

Such behavior lends great credence to throughout mc'st of the post-World War
the current Soviet leadership's claim that II period; that pattern persists today. The
It envisions no offensive actions against clerics currently in authority in Tehran
the United States.5 Yet several con- regard the Soviet Union as a "satan,"
siderations suggest that Moscow will second only to the US in evil qualities. It
never consent to dispose of all of its Is virtually inconceivable that Soviet
nuclear weapons-despite its proposals leaders would give up their capability to
to the contrary.6  retaliate decisively against such states if

Perhaps most important, the dominant they employed nuclear weapons against
political elite in the Soviet Union in the the Soviet Union.
early 1990s seems bent on retaining su- Soviet leaders also have to be aware
perpower status for the country-a goal that the US Is highly unlikely to agree to
whose accomplishment requires posses- discard all of its nuclear weapons. The
sion of nuclear weapons, especially in mere hint that President Ronald Reagan
light of the weak condition and poor toyed with the idea of accepting
prospects of the Soviet economy. Presi- Gorbachev's 1986 proposal at Reykjavik
dent Gorbachev. for example, has for the superpowers to eliminate nuclear
depicted attempts to break up the Soviet weapons from their arsenals provoked a
Union into its constituent republics as a storm of controversy in the US. Opposi-
threat to the country's superpower role in tion to such a step stemmed in part from
the global arena; moreover, he has a fear that the large size of standing Soviet
pointed specifically to the deleterious Im- conventional forces would then tip the
pact that such a development could have military balance in favor of the Soviet
on the country's military position there. Union, but this concern was by no means
Russian President Boris Yeltsin has been the only one involved. Although the ter-
less explicit than Gorbachev on the sub- ritory of the US lies farther away from
ject but nonetheless has been clear, other present or potential nuclear powers
Yeltsin has supported the preservation of than does that of the !"oviet Union, any
a central government with control over deliverable nuclear weapons in the hands
defense, and although he has endorsed of such countries as Iran or Iraq would
"substantial reduction of military ex- cause the US great unease If it lacked the
penses" and the concept of 'defense suffi- means to deter or counter tLeir employ-
ciency," he has spoken as well of the need ment. As long as the US refuses to get rid
"to maintain parity with other nations."s of all of its nuclear weapons the Soviet
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Union will undoubtedly do the same, on an overall picture of current Soviet and
grounds of the need to maintain parity. US strategic nuclear forces.

There is even some coricrete evidence At present, the Soviet Union possesses
that the Soviet Union may not con- the means of intercontinental delivery
template ever abandoning nuclear against the US of 12.733 or 12.693 in-
weapons completely. Despite the now dividual nuclear weapons, depending or.
concluded Strategic Arms Reduction whose estimate of Soviet land-based bal-
Talks (START). the Soviet Union. like the listic missiles (LBBM) is used. However,
US. has persisted in its efforts to modem- the US has the means for intercontinental
ize its strategic nuclear forces to improve delivery against the Soviet Union of
their lethality, responsiveness, and sur- 14,876 in st th e we apon s.
vivability. These efforts have encom-
passed all three fundamental elements of Thus, the US seems to enjoy the requisite

the forces-land-based ballistic missiles, for deterrence of a nuclear attack by the
ballistic-missile-launching submarines, Soviet Union. That is. the US would
and aircraft.9  probably retain enough firepower to in-

In evaluating the challenge created by flict devastating damage on the Soviet
Soviet strategic nuclear forces, it would Union even if fhe Soviet Union launched
be irresponsible fbr the US to rely solely a first strike. A couple of additional con-
on the discernible intent of the existing siderations enhance this probability.
Soviet leadership. That intent could Soviet submarine-launched ballistic mis-
change, either through a shift in the siles (SLBM) have a relatively low level of
leadership's attitudes or through a switch
in the leadership itself. The unsuccessful accuracy in comparison with those of the
coup in August 1991 by conservatives US. and the Soviet Union possesses far
opposed to Gorbachev's domestic and fewer air launched cruise missiles (ALCM)
foreign policies underscores this point, than does the US (see the appendixes)."
Although many quarters have hailed the The first factor not only greatly reduces
failure of this undertaking as a turning the number of US nuclear weapons that
point in Russian and Soviet history, anti- Soviet SLBMs would be able to eliminate
Western and right-wing forces remain a but also means that far fewer US SLBMs
factor in Soviet politics and Soviet society would have to survive to destroy the same
at present: only time will tell whether they amount of Soviet weapons. The second
will wind up consigned to the dustbin of factor would compel most Soviet aircraft
history. If they do not. Soviet military with nuclear weapons aboard to get close
capabilities could assume critical Impor- to their targets to employ these weapons,
tance. Therefore. Soviet capabilities as
well as intent must be taken into account thereby raising the possibility that the
in the threat assessment. aircraft would never reach their targets.

Most US aircraft, in contrast, could dis-
charge a large proportion of their nuclear

Scope of the Challenge weapons at designated targets from a
remote, much safer distance.

IN attempting to gauge the exact nature Yet the aggregate figures do not tell the
of the threat that Soviet strategic nuclear whole story. There are features of the
forces will represent for the US in the situation which, although they do not
years ahead, It is imperative to begin by negate the deterrent impact of existing US
looking at the situation at the outset of forces, do suggest possible new dangers
the 1990s. Appendixes 1 and 2 provide in this regard for the future.
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As the breakdowns in the appendixes percent of the total bomber force would
show, the Soviet Union and the US have be destroyed in such a situation." It is
opted for quite different mixes of nuclear also conceivable that in the future the
delivery systems. The Soviet Union has Soviet Union could manage to improve
put primary stress on LBBMs, while the the accuracy of its SLBMs and/or its
US has chosen to rely on a fairly balanced ability to fix and attack US submarines
triad of LBBMs, SLBMs, and manned carrying SLBMs. :1 Such developments
aircraft. would render the sea component of the

Moreover, the new LBBMs that the Soviet Union's forces more formidable
Soviet Union has been deploying since than it currently is and would degrade thie
the early 1980s have included large num- effectiveness of the sea leg oftihe US triad.
bers of heavy missiles (SS-18s) and In light of these considerations, present
mobile missiles (rail-mobile SS-24s and trends in the character of the Soviet
road-mobile SS-25s).? The heavy mis- LBBM force could bring about a serious
sties already in place in the Soviet Union erosion of the general deterrent posture
raise questions about the survivability of of the United States.
US LBBMs. even in the hardened sites in The US is seeking to address the Soviet
which these are now deployed. Although LBBM issue as well as to cut back the
US deployment of existing or additional overall numbers of strategic nuclear
Peacemakers in rail-mobile fashion, as weapons of both superpowers through
originally intended, would reduce thevul- START. According to the terms of the
nerability of the US's overall LBBM force START agreement reached by the two
considerably, the prospects for such a countries in July 1991. both sides will be
development remain highly uncertain, limited to 6.000 nuclear weapons on
Continuing Soviet deployment of heavy 1,600 delivery vehicles, and only 4,900 of
missiles in the coming years would mere- the weapons can be on ballistic missiles
ly enhance the LBBM problem for the US. (LBBMs and SLBMs). There will also be
The mobile Soviet LBBMs serve to Im- separate ceilings of 1,540 warheads on
prove the survivability of the Soviet 154 heavy LBBMs and 1.100 warheads
Union's LBBM force. They are much on mobile intercontinental missiles. Fur-
more difficult to find and target effectively thermore. Soviet ballistic missile throw-
than fixed site missiles. Further deploy- weight will be reduced by 50 percent. For
ments of such missiles can only increase counting purposes. each penetrating
US difficulties in mounting a credible bomber (one that carries only short-range
second strike against Soviet LBBMs. missiles and gravity weapons) will con-

The import of these growing Soviet stitute a single weapon, regardless of its
LBBM capabilities becomes manifest actual weapons load. Each US bomber
when they are put in a larger context. capable of carrying long-range cruise
Various studies have indicated that with missiles may have no more than 20 such
strategic warning (time to move to a missiles on It, but the first 150 bombers
crisis-alert status) about 95 percent of will count as carrying 10 missiles apiece.
the US bomber force would be able to get Each Soviet bomber of a similar nature
off the ground, but these studies have may have only 16 long-range cruise mis-
predicted that without such warning only sties on it; however, the first 180 bombers
about 80 percent of the bombers on alert will count as carrying only eight apiece.
would survive a nuclear attack. Because Sea-based cruise missiles with ranges
just roughly 30 percent of the bomber above 373 miles will be limited to 880.14

force is normally on alert at any given If ratified by the two states, this agree-
time, this estimate means that about 75 ment will Impose significant restraints on
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all components of Soviet strategic nuclear rentily. The LLBM element would in all
forces. The Soviet Union will have to likelihood consist predominantly of
dispose of Pearly 50 percent of Its existing mobile missiles of the SS-24. SS-25. or
stock of intercontinentally deliverable follow-on types; however, the heavy SS-
nuclear weapons. almost 60 percent of its 18s would continue to carry about half of
nuclear weapons on LBBMs/SLBMs. and the warheads on LBBMs. Although the
roughly 35 percent of all of its intercon- fleet of SLBM carrying submarines would
tinental delivery systems. In addition, it probably be substantially smaller than
will lose about 50 percent of Its heavy that of today, these submarines would
SS-18 missiles, and those remaining will have nearly the same number of war-
have only half of the throw-weight that heads on them as the present fleet does.
they have at present. The operational bomber element in all

Nevertheless. the Soviet Union would likelihood would not differ much in size

still retain major capabilities to employ from the current one, but it would include
nuclear weapons Intercontinentally more aircraft capable of carrying long-

against the US. Indeed, if the modem- range cruise missiles. As for the overall
lzation programs now under way and balance of the elements, bombers would
proceeding apace continue, Soviet represent a higher proportion of the
strategic forces would probably wind up delivery systems and would account for a
more accurate, survivable, and reliable by larger share of the total nuclear weapons
the close of the 1990s than they are cur- than they do at present.1 5
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Chapter 4

Anti-US Terrorism

ANTI-US terrorism will stand third on the incidents reached about 100 during the
list of Important challenges to US security first month of 1991-up significantly
over the next decade or so. Acts of this from the monthly average of 40 or so
sort are almost as likly to occur as during thu previous two years. Of the
regional conflicts are, but Lie effect on the incidents in 1991, roughly 70 involved
US of all such acts combined would the US and its allies in the Persian Gulf
probably fall well shy of the impact of a war.4

single regional conflict and would cer- Terrorist activities, furthermore, can
tainly be of a wholly different order of pose far greater security challenges than
magnitude from that of a Soviet nuclear statistics on terrorist incidents may sug-
attack on the continental US. Thus, this gest. Such activities often are not merely
threat will run substantlally below the top random undertakings but part of a
two In terms of severity. Nonetheless, the broader picture. Specifically, they may
challenge still will be of consequence. be designed to induce the target state or

government to do something that it might
otherwise not do in light of Its perceived

Reasons security interests, or to discourage that
state or government from doing some-

SEVERAL factors enter into such an thing that It might wish to do in pursuit
assessment. International terrorism has of Its discerned security interests. For
been increasing since the late 1960s, al- example, the terrorist attack on US
though with peaks and valleys over time,' Marines in Lebanon in 1982 was clearly
and American citizens and facilities intended to persuade Washington to
abroad have been and continue to be the withdraw Its peacekeeping forces from
principal objects of attack. Between the country, while the seizure of
1968 and mid-1985, for instance, there American hostages by pro-Iranian ter-
were 1,257 terrorist incidents aimed at rorist groups in the late 1970s and early
US interests. This sum exceeded by 1980s was plainly aimed at preventing
about 40 percent the combined total of the US from intervening militarily in Iran.
those incidents directed at the interests In both cases, the terrorist efforts suc-
of the next four countries after the US in I eeded In accomplishing the desired end.
the ranking (891).2 In 1985, the US con- With regional conflicts destined to as-
stituted the target of about 25 percent of sume higher priority in future US security
the terrorist incidents recorded: in 1989, calculations, this general consideration
the figure went above 30 percent, al- regarding terrorism will almost certainly
though the trend over the intervening Increase in salience in the years ahead.

3years had not been uniformly upward. Many of the existing international ter-
All signs point to the likely persistence rorlst organizations have their roots in

of these conditions for the indefinite fu- the regions where the conflicts of greatest
ture. For example, international terrorist current or potential concern to the US
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from a security standpoint are going on informal ties with one another. Only a
or might develop, and the positions of handful of groups conducted Interna-
these groups on the issues at stake, or tional terrorist operations in the late
likely to be at stake, clash with those 1960s:9 however, even though some of
which the US takes or probably would these original groups disappeared over
take.5 Thus, the US may well confront an the years, by the opening of the 1990s the
intensification of attempts to influence its Department of State could identify no less
policies on particular regional conflicts than 54 organizations that were carrying
through terrorist means. on such activities.1 ° From time to time

Such a prospect is enhanced by the since the early 1980s. there has been
emergence since the 1970s of state- evidence of cooperation between in-
sponsored terrorism. To further their dividual groups on a particular terrorist
own political goals, various governments undertaking. The bombing of a USO club
have become directly involved in terrorist in Naples, Italy, in April 1988, for in-
undertakings or have lent their support stance, appears to have been perpetrated
to existing terrorist groups. This support by elements of the Japanese Red Army
has consisted not only of encouragement and a Palestinian organization."1 Thus,
of the groups' activities but also of the US in the coming years will in all
provision of safe havens, financial re- likelihood confront a terrorist challenge
sources, arms, and documentation, not only highly diverse in character but
Muammar Qadhafl's regime in Libya, for on occasion even loosely coordinated.
instance, has sought to weaken the close Terrorist organizations also now enjoy
ties between the US and Israel by such access to both larger quantities of
undertakings as the April 1986 bombing weapons and Items of greater sophistica-
of a West Berlin nightclub frequented by tion and lethality than they had in earlier
US servicemen. In this case, the order for years. For example, in the 1980s various
the attack by an Arab terrorist band came Middle Eastern groups managed to build
from Tripoli via Libya's people's bureau bombs containing more than 1,000
(embassy) in East Berlin, and the bureau pounds of explosives, and the per-
helped to set up the infrastructure to petrators of the bombing of a Pan
carry out the venture.6  American airliner that went down in

All of the countries that the American Lockerbie, Scotland, in December 1988
government has formally classified as used not only plastic explosives but also
sponsors of state terrorism lie in regions a detonating device which activated when
of prime security Interest to the US. the plane reached a predetermined al
These countries include Iran, Iraq, Libya. titude.' 2 In part, this new access reflects
Syria. the Democratic People's Republic the increased availability of a wide assort-
of Korea, and Cuba.7 Since Iraq's in- ment of weapons in the international
vasion of Kuwait in August 1990, it Is arms market because of the mounting
true, both Syria and Libya have en- competition among arms suppliers that a
deavored to rein in the terrorist groups significant expansion of their ranks has
that they support, but it remains to be created:' 3 in part, this access stems from
seen whether this moderation will last.' intensified interaction with states that

Of relevance, too, are certain develop- support terrorist activities.
ments pertaining to international ter- This situation probably will continue
rorist organizations themselves. The to prevail for the indefinite future-
number of these organizations has grown especially if state sponsorship of ter-
appreciably since the late 1960s, and at rorism persists-for most of the
least a portion of them have established governments that have been supporting
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terrorism in recent years have been possible as well that some of the groups
engaged in major military buildups (see currently engaged in terrorism against
the earlier discussion of regional con- targets other than the US might decide to
flicts). Terrorist groups might even have enlarge the focus of their operations to
at their disposal highly sophisticated and include the US. In addition, several or-
lethal weapons hitherto unavailable to ganizations still in being not only con-
them or available only in limited quan- ducted terrorist activities but directed
titles. Among such items would almost some of these at US interests prior to the
certainly be portable precision guided mid- 1980s;:7 they could conceivably
munitions, which have already been resume anti-American undertakings in
employed in a few cases by terrorist the future. Finally. it should be remem-
groups, and the items might well include bered that since the late 1960s new ter-
chemical and biological weapons." rorist organizations have formed and old
Nuclear weapons are also a possibility, ones have dissolved. Consequently.
but a less likely one. some of those conducting anti-US ter-

rorism today could vanish, and others
might appear.

Origins and Locales Similar uncertainties exist with respect
of Threat to the sites of anti-American attacks in

the future. As of the late 1980s, most
ALTHOUGH there can be little doubt attacks of this nature were occurring in
that the US will face a significant threat Latin America. Fifty-eight percent of all
from international terrorism in the years assaults on US citizens or facilities in
ahead, foreseeing the exact shape of this 1988 took place there; the figure for 1989
challenge is exceedingly difficult. Appen- was 64 percent. In comparison, East Asia
dix 3 lists the groups that the Department and the Pacific accounted for 21 percent
of State deemed to be involved in intema- and 17 percent of the total in the two
tional terrorism at the outset of the years, respectively; Western Europe, 11
1990s.' 5 As it indicates, only 36 of the 54 percent and 6 percent; the Near East and
groups had conducted operations against South Asia, 7 percent and 11 percent;
US interests since the mid- 1980s. Of and Africa, 4 percent and 4 percent.'8
these 36, nine are South American leftist However, the same pattern had not
organizations: eight, West European left- prevailed earlier in the decade. At some
1st groups; eight, Palestinian separatist or times, the primary scene of anU-US ter-
pro-Palestinian organizations: five, rorist operations had been Western
Central American leftist groups: two, Europe; at other times, the Middle East
Japanese leftist organizations; one, a had qualified for this honor.' 9

Catalonlan separatist group: one, an Ar- A combination of circumstances does
menlan separatist organization; one, an suggest that the Middle East may regain
Islamic fundamentalist and pro-Iranian Its prominence in this connection during
group: and one, a Filipino leftist organiza- the coming years. Chief among these is
tion. the higher profile that the US has as-

Yet this list could change rapidly. In sumed In the region since Saddam
fact, two Colombian groups, the M-19 Hussein's invasion of Kuwait In 1990.
and the People's Liberation Army, have Although Washington may seek to reduce
already disappeared from it: and a Sal- the US role in the area in the years ahead,
vadoran one, the Farabundo Marti Na- there seems to be little chance that US
tional Liberation Front (FMLN), seems to involvement in Middle Eastern affairs will
be in the process of doing so."6 It is go back to Its pre-August 1990 level. In
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contrast, since early 1990 the turmoil in and the increased contacts between
Central America and the controversy over NATO and the Soviet Union have lifted
US activities there have died down con- some of the stigma formerly attached to
siderably, with the electoral defeat of the NATO in the eyes of leftist activists in
Sandinistas in Nicaragua and the evolu- Western Europe.
tion of the Farabundo Marti National But such a prediction must be treated
Liberation Movement toward participa- as tentative. The world Is in sufficient
tion in El Salvador's political life. Within flux at the moment-and likely to renmin
Europe, furthermore, the collapse of corn- so for a substantial period-that the pic-
munist rule in most of Eastern Europe ture could alter drastically in short order.
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ritory of more than one country." See Patterns of York Times, 10 March 1991: James Brooke. "Mass
Global 1errortsm: 1989. v. Graves Linked to Colombian Rebels." New York

16. "What Happened to Guerrilla Bands" and Times. 7 April 1991.
James Brooke. "Colombian Guerrillas Forsake the 17. See, for example. the discussions in Terrorist
Gun for Politics." New York Times. 2 September Group Profiles. passim.
1990: "More Rebels in Colombia Lay Down Their 18. These statstlis are based on data in Depart-
Arms," New York Times. 27 January 199 1: "Colom- ment of State. Bureau of Diplomatic Security, Sig-
bia Rebel Group Quits After 23 Years" and Mark A. nlficant Incidents of Political Violence Against
Uhlbg. "Salvador Guerrillas Pledge Not to Disrupt Americans. 1988, 1. and Signmficant Indidenis of
Next Election," New York Times. 2 March 1991: Political Violence Against Americants. 1989. 1.
Mark Uhlig. "Top Salvador Rebel Alters Ills Goals." 19. Compare the breakdowns in Terrorist Group
New York Times. 7 March 1991: Shirley Christian. Profiles. 4.31. 74. 114. and 128.
"Salvador Chief Sees Better Chance for Peace," New
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Chapter 5

Soviet Conventional Military Forces

THE LAST serious challenge to US to the west and south, where non-
security in the discernible future will Russian republics lie along the borders of
stem from Soviet conventional military the revamped Soviet state.
capabilities. In recent years, the Even under these conditions. however,
likelihood that the Soviet Union will the Soviet Union will continue to havt- '
employ its conventional military assets in significant capacity to operate beyoncd its
a manner adverse to US security has border with conventional means. The
diminished considerably. In part, this forces available to it could conceivably do
trend reflects a dramatic shrinking of substantial harm to US security inter-
those assets themselves. Not only has ests.
the demise of the Warsaw Pact deprived

the Soviet Union of the support of East
European military forces, but Soviet Basis of Judgment
leaders have also ordered unilateral
reductions in Soviet forces. Soviet con- SUCH A Soviet military potential will be
ventional capabilities will decline still fur- of concern to the US for a variety of
ther by the mid-1990s if Soviet leaders reasons. First, the Soviet leadership
complete their promised military plainly wants decreased international
withdrawal from Eastern Europe and im- tension for the next several years to en-
plement the terms of the Treaty on Con-ventona Armd Frcesin urop (CE). sure the proper climate for dealing with
ventionar Armed Forces In Europe (CFE). the Soviet Union's economic problems

In part, the trend derives as well from and its domestic political turmoil, but the
the shifting relationship between the leadership's long-term intentions with
central government and the republics in respect to the outside world remain open

the Soviet Union. Under the new polltical to debate. Indeed, even informed

arrangements now taking shape, the Western observers differ as to those in-
central government will retain basic tentions.
responsibility for the country's defense. Some analysts argue that the Soviet

but the republics will evidently have a leadership anticipates merely a pause in
substantial say In military affairs. The its global struggle for power until it gets

ministry of defense, for instance, has in- the Soviet Union's house in order. Once

dicated that it will allow each republic to the leadership manages to solve the

become a single military district, and country's economic and internal political
difficulties, the analysts contend, it plans

locwerable mi thtoblity cands wl bto return to a more assertive posture in

answerable both to the republics and to international affairs; moreover, an im-
the center.' Such a system of control will proved economy will give the Soviet Union

at least inhibit the launching of offensive a much better basis for developing and
Soviet military actions against neighbor- employing military forces than it enjoys
ing or nearby states-particularly those at the moment. As confirmation of their
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viewpoint, these analysts point to fea- worsened and the centrifugal political
tures of Soviet behavior such as the at- pressures have increased, as compared
tempt after November 1990 to exempt even with the late 1980s. 4 Others insist
three motorized infantry divisions from that It is highly unlikely that the Soviet
the limits of the CFE Treaty by reclassify- leadership or their successors will
ing them as naval Infantry, and the trans- manage to transform the country into a
fer in 1989-91 of large stocks of weapons global good neighbor, for the traditional
and equipment to areas east of the Ural political-strategic culture of Russia/the
Mountains instead of destroying them in Soviet Union, the Institutions of the
accordance with at least the spirit of the Soviet state, or objective conditions re-
CFE Treaty.2  lated to the preservation of internal politi-

Other commentators hold that the cal stability will prevent this. Even ifra
Soviet leadership has committed Itself to significant amount of restructuring of the
"new political thinking" in the security Soviet economy and polity does take
realm. That Is, it now recognizes that the place, the result, they say. will be a Soviet
Soviet Union's past belligerence and Union that will be a more formldable
heavy reliance on military means in the competitor of the West in general, and the
global arena have not served Soviet Inter- US in particular, than the Soviet Union
ests well. Such an approach merely has proved to be in the past.:
heightened hostility toward the Soviet All these interpretations involve a high
Union and adversely affected its security. degree of speculation. The lurch toward
This perspective, these observers declare, radical internal change in the wake of the
represents a sea change in Soviet outlook failed coup in August 1991 makes it
and covld become irreversible if the tempting to judge that the weight of the
leadership manages to institutionalize It. evidence now favors the more optimistic
To sustain their position, they cite such of the assessments, yet such a conclusion
evidence as the increased cooperation of would fly in the face of some negative
the Soviet Union with the US to try to features of the new situation. At the helm
resolve regional conflicts and Moscow's of a significant number of the republics,
new stress on working through the UN to which have acquired vastly increased
handle a myriad of international powers in the revised Soviet order, are the
problems.3 same conservatives. These leaders have

A third group of observers maintains latched on to nationalist appeals as a
that whatever the ultimate intentions of means of entrenching themselves In
the Soviet leadership toward the outside authority, and they do not share the views
world, the realities confronting that of the reformers on either international or
leadership will determine Its specific domestic matters. No less telling, Boris
course; however, the analysts disagree Yeltsin, the hero of the moment for his
among themselves about the nature of role in the resistance to the coup, has at
both the realities and the course. Some times betrayed a disturbing tendency to
hold that a variety of domestic and inter- talk and act like a Russian chauvinist.
national constraints give the Soviet Union Such circumstances suggest that in the
little choice but to stay on its present path years ahead the US cannot prudently
indefinitely. They claim, for example, Ignore Soviet conventional military
that the economic and political troubles capabilities in thinking about the sources
of the Soviet Union are so severe as to defy of threat to its security.
easy solution. In support of this claim, Second, the Soviet leadership's policies
these analysts note that in the 1990s in the global arena are not cast in stone:
Soviet economic conditions have they could alter in response to evolving
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conditions in the world. I or instance, all national affairs during the preced g
available signs indicate that Mikhail Gor- months.8
bachev and his close associates had no With the collapse of the coup attempt.
desire to bring about the collapse of corn- the odds that a right-wing central govern-
munist rule in Ea-tern Europe when they ment exercising dominance over all of the
began to promote perestroika (Restruc- republics remaining in tlhe union might
turing) there. Rather. they accepted such emerge have fallen drastically: however.
an outcome as inevitable only after it they have still not reached zero. The
became apparent that the communist perpetrators of the coup have been
regimes in Eastern Europe lacked the relieved of their posts. major personnel
popular backing necessary to survive shake-ups are being carried out at the
without an ongoing Soviet pledge to inter- upper levels of the Soviet central hlier-
vene to keep them in power. This kind of archy, and communist functionaries
commitment, Moscow realized, would un- have been banished from all types oi
dermine its efforts to improve Soviet rela- workplaces. Yet conservatives remain
tions with the West--efforts vital to its numerous in many of the administrative
attempts to revive the Soviet Union's bodies that have escaped abolition thus
economy.a lar: moreover, they have strongholds in

The outcome of events of August 1991 the institutions of a variety of the
in the Soviet Union may have decreased republics. Over time. they might be

the chances of a negative shift, from the replaced by individuals of a progressive

US standpoint, in the Soviet leadership's stripe, and/or the organizations In which

approach to the outside world, but It has they exist might be disbanded or reduced

not eliminated the possibility. Were such in imporiance. But until such changes
come to pass. the possibility that conser-

a shift to take place, then t con vative forces might again chart the basic
tional military forces of the Soviet Union direction of the country cannot be dis-
would become highly relevant. Hence, to missed.
overlook these forces even in a period of In this light. Soviet conventional
fairly amicable interaction between the military capabilities take on added sig-
two states would be dangerous. nificance. They would go a long way

Third. the current Soviet leadership is toward determining the kind of military
not necessarily a permanent fixture of the activities in which a new Soviet leader-
Soviet Union's political landscape: nor ship unfriendly to the US might engage.

would a new Soviet leadership inevitably
adopt the present one',s positions on In-
ternational Issues. Developments of Nature of the Challenge
August 1991 highlighted this reality. Al-
though the State Comm..ttee for the State IN estimating the scope of the threat to
of Emergency established by the conser- US security that Soviet conventional
vative forces that tried to seize power military forces will represent over the next
proclaimed Its Intention to continue decade or so. it is crucial to begin by
Gorbachev's policies and honor the recognizing some basic realities. The
country's commitments,7 this assurance Soviet Union has quite limited
was widely discounted In the West. for capabilities to project military power for
these elements in the Communist party great distances abroad, and these
bureaucracy, the state security police capabilities derive from secondary roles
(the KGB), and the military had strongly of forces whose primary mission is to
resisted Gorbachev's initiatives in inter- operate In areas contiguous or close to
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Soviet borders. Moreover. the capacity of Soviet forward deployments against
the US to function militarily in remote NATO countries, and iI Moscow lives tip
regions considerably exceeds that of the to its pledges, Soviet military forces in the
Soviet Union. 9 Therefore, the true chal- region will be functioning solely from
lenge to US security interests from Soviet their own territory by the mid- 1990s.
conventional military forces will lie in The reductions, restructuring, and
those regions adjacent to or near the reorganizations of the Soviet military that
Soviet Union but far from US shores, the Soviet leadership decreed prior to
Three such regions will be of the greatest August 1991 have resulted in a slinuning
importance in light of the extent of US down of the forces at their disposal for
security concerns there-Europe. the offensive actions. By late 1990. the total
Middle East/Southwest Asia, and the Far of active Soviet divisions had fallen from
East. 214 to about 190. while the number of

In addition, the Soviet threat will viry mobilization divisions had risen only
from one of these key areas to another. from three to six. The light bomber com-
Not only will Soviet capabilities differ from ponent (Su-24 Fencer) of the Air Armies
place to place, but the constraints im- of the Supreme High Command had

posed on the actions of the central dropped 50 percent. and the fighter ele-

government by the powers of republics ment (MiG-2? Floggers and Su-27

will also be disparate. Accordingly, the Flankers) had decreased by a lesser, but

needs to be ad- still meaningful, amount. Frontal avia-
dressed individuallyh tion forces had experienced similar cut-

backs through reduction in the size of

tactical combat regiments, removal of en-
Europe tire regiments, and resubordination to

In the 1990s the US remains as inter- Soviet Naval Aviation and Aviation of Air
ested as it has been throughout the entire Defense.'0

post-World War Il period in preventing a Finally, because of the implication of
single power from gaining dominance of many senior Soviet military officers in the
industrialized Western Europe by means August 1991 coup attempt, a major purge
of arms. From this standpoint, it is not of the officer corps is now in progress. As
insignificant that the Soviet Union con- already noted, Gen (now Marshal)
tinues to have the most formidable con- Shaposhnikov, the new minister of
ventional military forces in Europe. defense, has said that he expects to

To be sure, the Soviet Union's replace 80 percent of the top officers in
capabilities to conduct offensive opera- this shake-up. Such a turnover will in-
tions in the region have declined evitably affect the general proficiency of
markedly since the late 1980s. The the Soviet military for a significant period.
sweeping political changes in Eastern Yet the Soviet Union retains substan-
Europe and the dissolution of the Warsaw tial means of carrying out conventional
Pact have denied Moscow the use of non- offensive undertakings against NATO
Soviet Warsaw Pact forces for theater of- states. In the central region, some of the
fensive operations. Indeed, the Soviet 10 tank divisions and nine motorized in-
Union cannot rule out the possibility that fantry divisions that it had in the eastern
East European militaries might now even portions of Germany and Poland at the
actively resist such operations. Further- close of 1990 will stay there until 1994. "
more, the force withdrawals from Eastern But powerful Inhibitors against the
Europe that the Soviet Union has already launching of an offensive Soviet operation
carried out have considerably diminished exist on this front. There are uncertain-
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ties. to begin with, about how East military districts close to
European militaries would react to such Norway/Denmark and Turkey greatly
a Soviet venture and what other ditficcd- outnumber the NATO active forces in the
ties the Soviet Union might encounter in two areas in every categoiy except man-
trying to reinforce and supply its forward- power and divisions in the case of Tarkey.
deployed 1orces. Then questions arise as Confining the comparison to the mllitarl-
to whether the non-Russian border districts nearest the land borders (the
republics along this front-Belorussia Leningrad district in the north and the
and the Ukraine, two of the largest North Caucasus and Transcaucasus dis-
republics--would approve an offensive tricts in the south) does not materially
undertaking by the center that would alter the picture. Of no less significance,
smack of Russian imperialism. Under the weapons and equipment that
the planned revamping of Soviet military Norwegian/Danish and especially
districts to coincide with republics and Turkish forces have available to them
the projected sharing of authority omer tend to be less modem than those avail-
troops in each district between the center able to Soviet forces. This disparity has
and the republic, officials in Belorussia increased as the Soviet Union has pos-
and the Ukraine would presumably have tured Itself for a post-CFE situation, for
at least some voice in a decision on the the Soviet military has withdrawn ob-
matter. solete items from units along the flanks

The restraints are much less severe, and has replaced them with more ad-
however, with respect to NATO's northern vanced ones that it has removed from the
and southern flanks. There the Soviet central region."3

Union has territory contiguous to north- These capabilities vis-a-vis
em Norway and eastern Turkey, and it Norway/Denmark and Turkey are of spe-
possesses far from inconsequential cial concern to the US. Norway and Den-
capabilities to attack Denmark across the mark corstitute the key impediments to
Baltic Sea and western Turkey across the Soviet naval access to the Atlantic Ocean
Black Sea.2 Hence. not only would it via either the Barents and Norwegian
have a tenuous basis for depicting an seas or the Baltic and North seas, and if
offensive military effort as defensive in all Soviet attack submarines 1;. the North-
nature, but It could also move offensive em and Baltic fleets (estimated at 105
forces into combat and provide them with and 2X, respectively, in late 1990) could
logistical backup with relatively little or opera'-e simultaneously in the Atlantic
no outside interference. Obstructive ac- Ocean, they might seriously disrupt the
tions by newly independent Estonia. Lat- sea-lanes of communication between the
via. and LUthuania might complicate an US and Europe. Turkey con,'ols the Bos-
undertaking against Denmark. and phorus and the Dardanelles. straits
similar activities by Georgia, if it gains through which Soviet naval forces must
independence, could do the same for a pass on the way from the Black Sea into
venture against Turkey. Yet none of the Mediterranean Sea via the Aegean
these entities boasts military forces of Sea. Were the Soviet Union able to use
real consequence at the moment. Nor is these waterways at will. it could con-
any of them likely to develop such forces ceivably put enough naval assets into the
in the foreseeable fi,ture. Mediterranean to hamper navigation

Moreover, the ' -let Union enjoys a through the region, especially in the east-
favorable balance ofground and air forces ern part. At the end of 1990. the Soviet
in both areas. As table 1 details, Soviet Union's Black Sea fleet included an es-
active forces of these kinds in the present timated one guided missile aviation
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TABLE I

Selected Measures ot Military Capabilities
1990

Armored
Active Combat Combat Attack

Manpower Divisions Tanks Vehides Artillery Aircraft Helicopters

Norway 28,800 1/3 117 320 527 92 0

Denmark 26,300 2 336 582 553 164 14

Total 55,100 21/3 453 902 1,080 256 14

Leningrad
Military District 163,000 3 1,200 4,982 2,136 435 40

Baltic
Military District 132,000 5 2,488 4,179 2.628 670 120

Total 295,000 8 3,688 9,161 4,764 1,105 160

Turkey 531,400 171/3 3,270 3,064 3,539 456 20

Odessa
Military District 120,000 1 1,760 3,470 2,646 390 110

Kiev
Military District 108,000 2 4,484 5,588 2,715 60 1H0

North Caucasus
Military District 39,000 41 1,636 3,346 1,616 0 0

Transcaucasus
Military District 160,000 7 2,640 6,021 2,100 540 200

Total 427,000 14 10,520 18,425 9,077 990 420

Sotuc. Iternata• o Inalee Jor Siratec Sludes (uIISS), The Mltary Bahance 1990-1991 (London: Brany's. Autumn 1990), 232-33. The ealmdes for Norway,
Denmark and Turkey in ido document vey somewtat from *e foguee lud Oin two settes l emeelvee actualy subrnted in November 1990 in accordance
wilh procedures o lte Corweriorns Amed Force*e n Europe (CFE) Treaty. See CCompu•rion of CFE Doecldarats end Residual Ceilirges SuJrivfj 33, no.
I (Jenrary-Februmy 1991): 83. In prt. le differencn for Turkey arise hormblwefact Vthal ie count of tome resticled under CFE erdudee weaponsaend
oqulmwe in Oie acutiem part oi Vie county slo l ie Syrian aid Irqi bordem, but lIe reoasoh for lie othe deaes we reot clear. To irnimize
oxtransous varieblee as wel a b coer all a Turkey, It eeemed desiable bD use Ie IISS eseimeteas oug*xt

cruiser, 27 larger principal surface com- lapsed, leaving the Soviet Union on its
batants. 29 attack submarines, and 227 own.
naval aircraft. 14 As table 2 shows, the treaty would

Soviet implementation of the CFE restrict Soviet tanks, armored combat
Treaty would place additional limitations vehicles, artillery, combat aircraft, and
on the Soviet Union's capacity to pursue attack helicopters west of the Urals to
offensive operations in Europe. In part, totals less than those for the NATO
these limitations flow directly out of the countries combined. But these figures by
provisions of the treaty; in part, they themselves overstate the impact that ful-
reflect the anomaly that while the treaty fllment of the treaty's provisions would
balances authorized holdings by NATO have on the Soviet Union's military posi-
and the Warsaw Pact of five types of tion. Other factors would probably, or
military items, the Warsaw Pact has col- could conceivably, temper the effect.
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First, the announced 1994 force-level while the declared goals of the Soviet
goals of NATO states in the five spheres Union do so only marginally (see tables 2
covered by the treaty fall substantially and 3). This difference would work to

below the treaty's maximum allotments, Soviet advantage in the balance.

Table 2

Ceilings on Selected Military items in Ihe Area from Ihe Atlantic
to the Urals under the Conventional Armed Forces in Europe Treaty

Armored
Combat Combat Attack

Tanks Vehicles Artillery Aircraft Helicopters

Soviet Union 13,300 20,000 13,700 5,150 1,500

NATO 20,000 30,000 20,000 6,800 2,000

Soure TreatyonCowangWnalArmWdForcsvnEurope(Panis. 19 Novermrb 1990), especially arbde IV (1) aid VI.

Table 3

Ceilings Planned for 1994 on Selected Military Items
in Light of the Conventional Armed Forces in Europe Treaty

Armored
Combat Combat Attack

Country Tanks Vehicies Artillery Aircraft Helicopters

Soviet Union 13,150 20,000 13.175 6,800 1,500

Belgium 334 1,099 320 232 46

Canada 77 277 38 90 13

Denmark 353 316 553 106 12

France 1.306 3,820 1,292 800 352

Germany 4,166 3,446 2,705 900 306

Greece 1,735 2,534 1,878 650 18

Iceland 0 0 0 0 0

Italy 1,348 3,339 1,955 650 142

Luxembourg 0 0 0 0 0

Netherlands 743 1,080 607 230 69

Norway 170 225 527 100 0

Portugal 300 430 450 160 26

Spain 794 1,588 1,310 310 71

Turkey 2,795 3,120 3,523 750 43

UK 1,015 3,176 636 900 384

US 4,006 5,372 2,492 784 518

NATO Total 19,142 29,822 18,286 6.662 2.000

Sowce.: "Comparlonof CFE 0•.edwionsm nd Reidual Colin." Survival33 no.1 (Ja.1atuwy-February 1991): 83.
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Second. the primary Soviet military that the Soviet military had been moving
challenge to NATO in the past has been large amounts of treaty-applicable equip-
in the central region (Germany, Belgium. ment east of the Urals instead of destroy-
Luxembourg, the Netherlands. and ing it.1 5 Consequently, the Bush
France), and if one confines the assess- administration refused to submit the
ment of the potential balance to the forces treaty to the US Senate for consideration
most relevant to this region, a situation until these matters were resolved to US
less unfavorable to the Soviet Union satisfaction.
emerges. Compare. for example, the A compromise agreement was reached
potentially employable Soviet forces and by the Sc-let Union and the US in early
the forces of the states of the central June 1991 and then formalized at a meet-
region plus the forces of Denmark and ing of all parties to the treaty in mid-June.
those states with troops currently sta- The Soviet Union committed Itself to
tioned in central region countries (the US, count the disputed naval infantry units
the United Kingdom, and Canada). The against the previously accepted ceilings
Soviet Union would be at a substantial and not to expand these units. NATO, in
disadvantage with respect to attack turn, consented to forgo routine inspec-
helicopters, would have parity in armored tions (though not short-notice chal-
combat vehicles, would enjoy a slight lenge" Inspections) of naval infantry
edge in tanks and combat aircraft, and equipment to ensure compliance with
would have a big advantage in artillery. CFE restrictions and to exempt from the
Such a comparison, admittedly, provides treaty about 1,700 armored personnel
only a crude measure of the implications carriers operated by Soviet strategic
of the accord for the Soviet Union's offen- rocket forces. The Soviet Union also
sive capabilities vis-A-vis the central pledged to destroy or convert 14,500
region, for a Soviet attack on the central tanks, armored combat vehicles, and ar-
region probably would not directly engage tillery pieces east of the Urals. This figure
all of the forces of either the Soviet Union represented about a quarter of the equip-
or many of the affected NATO countries. ment that it had transferred from west of
Yet the comparison does suffice to make the Urals between January 1989 and
the fundamental point. November 1990. In a nonbinding under-

Third. the NATO totals include the taking, the Soviet Union promised, too.
weapons that Canada and the US foresee that the remaining armaments beyond
having in Europe. Should either of the Urals would not be used to create a
then-m-particularly the US-decide to cut strategic reserve or stored in a way to
its forces there, NATO's European mem- permit their rapid return to Europe.' 6

bers might fall to compensate by raising This compromise accord prompted the
their intended force levels. Such inaction Bush administration to submit the CFE
would benefit the Soviet Union in the Treaty to the US Senate for ratification
balance. just before the abortive August 1991 coup

Questions remain, however, about the in the Soviet Union. But as centrifugal
ultimate fate of the CFE Treaty. Soon tendencies mounted in the Soviet Union
after the signing of the document in after the collapse of the coup. the Senate
November 1990, the Soviet Union threw put the treaty on hold, for there was
the accord's future into doubt by insisting widespread recognition in the West that
on excluding three motorized infantry if a large number of independent states
divisions from the count under it, on the replaced the single union, negotiations on
grounds that they were naval infantry. the treaty would probably have to be
There was also accumulating evidence reopened, with all of the attendant
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problems that such a step would entail, a result of the balanced thinning out of
The outline agreement on a restructured forces In the region by prescribed zones.

Soviet Union reached by President Gor- NATO benefits because the treaty sig-
bachev and 10 republic leaders in early nificantly decreases Soviet capabilities to
September 1991 seems to have eased launch a full-scale, multipronged attack
fears on this score, but it Is still not clear against members of the alliance. Even if
how soon the Senate might resume con- the Soviet Union did not destroy any of
sideration of the treaty. When it does, the its excess holdings of the five kinds of
involvement of the Soviet military in the ticaty-limited Items and merely moved
attempted coup and the continuing in- them to areas east of the I frals, NATO
stability In the Soviet Union ensure that states would have considerably more
the document will receive close scrutiny, warning time of a Soviet assault than they

In addition, the Soviet leadership still have anticipated In the past."'
must obtain ratification of the treaty. Ac- If the treaty is not implemented, of
cording to one of the two resolutions ap- course, the balance pertaining between
proved by the emergency session of the the Soviet Union and the NATO countries
Congress of People's Deputies on 5 Sep- with respect to the five types of treaty-
i ember 1991, the Council of Republics of restricted items at the time of the signing
the Supreme Soviet will have respon- of the accord will continue to prevail (see
sibility for such a procedure during the table 4). Under such circumstances.
t ransltion to a new constitutional order. 17 Soviet leaders might seek to render their
Yet it Is uncertain whether or when this holdings equal to NATO holdings by shift-
body might actually take up the treaty In Ing some weapons and equipment now
light of the urgency of the task of produc- east of the Urals back into the western
ing a revised constitution. Soviet Union and/or by producing and

Despite these hurdles, the odds appear deploying additional pieces. As men-
fairly good that the provisions of the tioned earlier, even Russian President
treaty will ultimately become reality, for Yeltsin has endorsed military "parity"
these provisions satisfy some Important with other countries to ensure reasonable
interests of both the Soviet Union and security. Such actions would obviously
NATO countries. The treaty permits the restore some of the Soviet Union's
Soviet Union to reduce its military costs capacity to carry on offensive operations
without increasing risks to Its security, as that It has lost since the late 1980s.

Table 4

Declared Holdings of Selected Military Items, November 1990

Armored
Combat Combat Attack

Tanks Vehicles Artillery Aircraft Helicopters

Soviet Union 20,694 29,628 13,828 6,445 1,330

NATO 25,091 34,453 20,620 5,939 1,736

Sowee: 'Coiparionof CFE De<d alioruardReeidijcdl g.' Sundvu33. no i (January-FeRbury 1991 ): 83.

Even if the CFE Treaty does enter into NATO's northern and southern flanks
full effect, however, the Soviet Union will and perhaps its central region. In the
retain enough capabilities to conduct case of the central region, the Soviet
limited offensive operations against capacity to pursue such operations will
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depend on two things: (1) whether Soviet the Syrian and Iraqi borders), and the
military manpower drops significantly Odessa, Kiev. North Caucasus. and
either through unilateral Soviet actions Transcaucasus military districts would in
or under an agreement reached in follow- all likelihood have 4,689. But the North
on CFE negotiations, and (2) how many Caucasus and Transcaucasus military
Soviet combat divisions the Soviet leader- districts by themselves would probably
ship opts to preserve west of the Urals in wind up with just 2,250.20
at least a low state of readiness. At the The foregoing assessment of the future
beginning of the 1990s, the Soviet Union European situation does not take ac-
enjoyed a considerable advantage over count of qualitative factors such as train-
NATO states in manpower for employ- ing and leadership. Although these
ment in the central region-2.2 million to factors will have relevance on all fronts.
1.3 million. It also had 451/3 active they will probably not prove decisive
divisions or division equivalents focusedon the area, while NATO states had onl anywhere except possibly in the central
42o/3.19 As long as there Is no severe region. Here the balance of forces will inrestrctio Asong miltaery manpow seere anall likelihood be relatively equal. and therestriction on military manpower and a
reasonably high number of Soviet qualitative advantage will almost cer-
divisions continues to exist, the founda- tainly lie with NATO forces.
tion would be present for significant
military undertakings against NATO Middle East/Southwest Asia
states in the region, even though East The US has an interest in access to the
European militaries might Impede such a oil of the Middle East/Southwest Asia for
venture. But Soviet leaders would need itself and its allies, and the importance of
to take some preparatory steps before such access will inevitably increase In the
launching any enterprise of this kind. future as reserves elsewhere dwindle.
Specifically, they would have to bring all Furthermore, the US has a major stake in
of the divisions up to a high state of preserving freedom of passage through
readiness, and they would have to outfit the sea-lanes of the region-not just be-
these with an increased number of offen- cause of the oil traveling along them but
sive weapons, whether by retrieving because of other commerce as well. Con-
stocks previously moved east of the Urals sequently, Washington cannot be
or by supplying them with newly oblivious to the fact that the Soviet Union
manufactured items. Both of these ef- remains the most potent single conven-
forts could require a substantial amount tional power in the area, with appreciable
of time. means at its disposal for pursuing offen-

About NATO's northern and southern sive ventures there.
flanks there are no such elements of un- Since Gorbachev withdrew Soviet
certainty. Under the terms of the CFE troops from Afghanistan in 1989, It is
Treaty, for example, Norway and Den- te the sie of Soviet forces arrayed
mark propose to keep 170 and 353 tanks,
respectively, or a sum of 523. while the against the states of Southwest ASIa has
present Baltic and Leningrad militarydis- shrunk. For instance, Soviet ground
trlcts would probably have a total of forces In the North Caucasus,
1,517. The Leningrad Military District Transcaucasus, and Turkestan Military
alone would account for 678. Turkey Districts have fallen from about 30 to
would possess 2,795 tanks in the por- roughly 25 divisions. Troop totals have
tlions of the country covered by the treaty dropped correspondingly, by about
(which excludes Turkish territory along 60,000 men.2 1
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In addition, the new political and combat aircraft, of which an estimated 72
military arrangements now taking shape were serviceable. These planes consisted
in the Soviet Union will impose important essentially of F-4s, F-5s. and F- 14s-
constraints on the center's ability to il- none of which were comparable to (lie
tiate an offensive operation In Southwest most advanced Soviet aircralt .23

Asia. As noted previously, the republics Despite such a major military iiii-
that remain within the union will ap- balance, it is by no means certain that a
parently share nontrol of the troops in Soviet assault on Iran would yield more
their territories with the center, so some for the Soviet Union today or in (lie
or all of the republics of Transcaucasia foreseeable future than control of north-
and Central Asia would probably have to em Iran. Lines of communication Irom
consent to any attack southward that north to south in Iran cross exceedingly
originated from their soil. Obtaining rough terrain: therefore, movement mrust
their concurrence could prove exceed- normally proceed along major arteries
ingly difficult in light of the ethnic ties and is highly subject to interdiction by air
between the inhabitants of these and/or special forces. In addition. Soviet
republics and the peoples just beyond forces would confront a shortage of
Soviet borders In Southwest Asia. readily accessible water and bitter ex-

Nonetheless, the Soviet Union con- tremes of temperature. Last but 1ar
tinues to deploy military forces along its from least, outside powers. particularly
southern borders that are superior to the US. would almost assuredly come to
those of any country of Southwest Asia: Iran's aid.
they even exceed those that Iraq had prior The capacity of the US to furnish quick
to its defeat at the hands of the US-led and meaningful assistance in such a
coalition in early 1991. Aside from about situation, moreover, will probably im-
25 motorized infantry and tank divisions, prove as a result of the Persian Gulf con-
the Soviet Union in late 1990 maintained flict of 1990-91. Prior to that conflict. Ihe
one airborne division and 18 fighter and US military presence in the Southwest
fighter-bomber regiments in the area. Asia region was quite limited. It typically
The ground elements came equipped with consisted of a small naval force in the
as many as 6.600 main battle tanks. Persian Gulf. usually a conmmand ship)
perhaps 6,600 artillery pieces, and some and four combatants, plus backup naval
300 combat helicopters, while the air forces in the Indian Ocean. The one
units had more than 700 combat aircraft, major exception was In 1987-88 during
including technologically sophisticated the last stage of the Iran-Iraq war. when
Su-24s and MIG-29s.2 the Joint Task Force Middle East was

From a geographic standpoint, the logi- temporarily deployed to the Persian
cal route for a Soviet military thrust Gulf.25 In the wake of the conflict with
toward the top strategic prize of South- Iraq over its seizure of Kuwait. however.
west Asia---the oil of the Persian Gulf- it seems highly likely that the normal
lies through neighboring Iran, and Iran American presence In the Persian Gulf
has at best modest military forces. will expand, although the great bulk of
Toward the close of 1990, it boasted only the forces assigned there during the crisis
seven infantry divisions, four armored will return home. The new units could
divisions, one airborne brigade, and 12 well include elements of US Central
fighter squadrons. Its ground forces pos- Command's headquarters and some US
sessed maybe 500 main battle tanks. 800 ground and air forces.
artillery pieces, and 100 attack helicop- Of course, the Soviet Union would not
ters, while its air forces had some 185 necessarily launch a direct attack on Iran
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to try to gain a foothold on the Persian vulnerable to US and NATO European
Gulf: it might have other options available naval forces. It had inadequate air de-
to work toward this goal. Iran's popula- fenses, limited logistical support, and
tion contains large numbers of poor capabilities to counter hostile sub-
minorities, and some of these groups in- marines.'
habit the areas along the Soviet-Iranian
borders and have cultural and religious In the years ahead. Soviet leaders
brethren on the Soviet side. Were could decide to ommit a larger share of
dividual minorities or all of them together their naval assets, particularly their at-

to revolt against the central authorities in tack submarines, to the Mediterranean,
Iran. the Soviet Union might support the and/or Soviet naval development
rebellions militarily In an effort to install programs could produce significant new
a client regime in Tehran. This policy assets that might be deployed there.
would be especially tempting if Iran's ex- With respect to the latter point. It is of
isting central government was weak. relevance that in late 1990 the Soviet
Such Soviet military involvement would Union was carrying out sea trials of its
present the US and other outside powers first conventional takeolf-and-landing
with a more ambiguous situation than a aircraft carrier, was outfitting a second,
direct attack, and it would greatly and was constructing a third.s Never-
decrease the chances of direct military
intervention by them, although some theless, the existing military imbalance

countries might provide noncombatant appears unlikely to be remedied even in

military aid to the central government If the medium-term future. The reductions
asked for aid of this sort. ir Soviet military forces and outlays that

The Soviet Union's capacity to engage seem to loom on the horizon in the wake

in offensive undertakings in the waters of the failed Soviet coup in August 1991

around the region is even more limited, provide reinforcement for such a Judg-
In the Mediterranean Sea, the Soviet ment.

flotilla has declined in size since the late A similar situation prevails on the In-
1980s. At the beginning of the 1990s, it dian Ocean side of Southwest Asia. At
was averaging 25-35 ships at any given the end of 1990, the Soviet naval
time. Of them, four to nine were large squadron in the area, 12-14 ships on the
principal surface combatants such as average, was down in size from the late
cruisers, destroyers, frigates, and peri- 1980s, but It still dwarfed the naval forces
odically an aircraft carrier, while two to of the local states. Nonetheless, it did not
four were attack submarines.26 come close in magnitude to the forces that

These numbers exceeded the com- the US and NATO European countries
bined naval forces of all the Middle East- had there, and it evinced the same sort of
ern countries along the eastern operational vulnerabilities as the
Mediterranean littoral.27 Yet the flotilla Mediterranean flotilla. The military
fell well shy of the roughly 100 principal buildup in the Arabian Sea during 1990-
surface combatants and about 50 attack 91 by the coalition seeking to free Kuwait
submarines that the US Sixth Fleet and merely exacerbated the disparities. 3 ' Al-
NATO European maritime units In the though many of these new iorces will not
Mediterranean could typically muster." stay in the area long because Iraq has
In addition, It displayed some major now departed from Kuwait, the prospects
deficiencies that rendered it exceedingly over the next decade or so for much
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amelioration of the military imbalance izatlon of those left-through the entry
confronting the Soviet Union in the area into their inventories of Su-24 Fencer Es.

seem quite dim. MiG-29 Fulcrums, and Su-27 Flankers-
"will render them more formidable than

The Far East before. Of particular relevance to Japan
and the US is the capability of the Flanker

In the Far East, the US retains as to serve as a long-range escort for Soviet
strong an interest as ever in ensuring that bombers. Thus far. the 200 Soviet inter-
no other country controls the waterways mediate- and long-range bombers in the
and airspace that extend eastward from region have been untouched by the
the Asian continent. Not only do these restructuring of the Soviet air forces, and
waterways and this airspace constitute they can still attack Japan. the Pacific.
the only barriers between US and Soviet and even the continental US.:"
territory in the north, but farther to the Soviet naval forces in the Far East have
south commerce of great value to the US not experienced much impact fromi the
passes through them. By the late 1980s. Soviet leadership's efforts to decrease
Japan ranked second among the trading Soviet military forces. As of late 1990. the
partners of the US. and the Republic of principal naval surtace combatants as-
Korea had moved up among the top ten."1 signed there totaled 69 (Including two
Because Japan now possesses an carriers with vertical takeolf and landing
economy second to none except that of aircraft, 15 cruisers, seven destroyers.
the US. the US could also experience and 45 frigates): however. three or loutr of
highly adverse consequences if another these ships were normally on deployment
country gained dominance over Japan. in the Indian Ocean or the South China
For all of these reasons, the offensive Sea at any given time. Attack stab-
conventional forces that the Soviet Union marines numbered about 70. of which
maintains in the region amount to a one or two were typically on deployment
potential threat to the US. in the Indian Ocean or the South China

Although the Soviet leadership has cut Sea. The naval air elements consisted of
back Soviet ground and air forces in the 233 combat aircraft and 89 combat
Far East since the late 1980s. most of the helicopters. Of the combat aircraft, 71
changes have affected the Soviet Union's were bombers and 93 were fighters.4 4

posture toward China rather than toward In late 1990. US military analysts es-
Japan or locales farther east. The four timated that these figures would stay
Soviet army divisions and one Soviet relatively the same for the Ioreseeable
naval infantry division opposite Japan in future, although these analysts did an-
the occupied northern territories of ticipate a drop In the amount of attack
Japan. on Sakhalin Island. and on the submarines to about 60-65 units. Yet
Kamchatka Peninsula remain in place. they expected a considerable growth Wi
By late 1990. the numbers ofSoviet com- the combat capabilities of the naval
bat aircraft deployed in the Transbaikal forces. Soviet surface warships. for in-
and Far East Military Districts had stance, probably would increase their
declined substantially as a result of a net capacity for firing surface-to-surface mis-
reduction of three tactical air regiments. siles by 100 percent and their capacity for
leaving a total of 24 regiments with about firing surface-to-air missiles by 50 per-
800 combat airplanes, and it was cent. and the sum of such ships with
reported that another eight regiments long-range antisubmarine weapons will
were slated to be disbanded or in all llkelihood rise by 40 percent. Bythe
withdrawn. Yet the ongoing modem- year 2000, the fleet's amphibious liii
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would probably be sufficient to carry technological sophistication- The list in-
about 80 percent of the fleet's naval in- cluded 1.222 main battle tanks. 550 ar-
fantry assault forces, as compared with mored personnel carriers, 2.250 artillery
50 percent at the outset of the 1990s. pieces and mortars, and 50 attack
Among the Soviet attack submarines helicopters.37  Although changes un-
there would undoubtedly be more favorable toJapan could conceivably take
modem, quiet boats with improved com- place in this aspect of the regional
bat systems and greater numbers of military balance in the coming years, it
weapons.3 5 seems most unlikely that they would be

Exactly how the foregoing picture will of sufficient scope to alter the basic situa-
be affected by the intensified push to tion that currently prevails.
reduce Soviet military expenditures that Japan's air and naval assets, however,
the unsuccessful Soviet coup of August are considerably less impressive than
1991 seems to have generated is unclear those of the Soviet Union in the immedi-
at this juncture. The odds appear fairly ate area. Although Japan does boast an
good. however, that even if there are fur- Imposing air defense system, as of the end
ther cutbacks in forces and cancellations of 1990 it possessed only 387 combat
of new weapons systems under develop- aircraft (plus 50 in storage), and in line
ment, weapons modernization programs with the Japanese constitution's
already under way will continue, provision restricting military forces to

To gauge the real import of Soviet those designed for self-defense, there
capabilities, it Is necessary to put them in were no bombers among them. As for
proper context, for any Soviet attempt at naval forces, Japan had 68 principal sur-
an offensive operation eastward from the face combatants, but 58 of them were
Asian continent would certainly meet frigates. The total included just six
with military resistance from at least destroyers and no cruisers or aircraft car-
Japan and the US. The Republic of Korea riers. Furthermore, Japan possessed
might feel inclined to join in that resis- only 14 tactical submarines, and its
tance, but the combination of the heavily maritime air arm consisted of just 86
armed forces of the Democratic People's combat aircraft (plus 15 in storage) and
Republic of Korea poised on the Republic 60 armored helicopters,"8
of Korea's borders and the Seoul US air and naval forces in the area
government's own limited naval and air supplement these Japanese capabilities.
assets would probably preclude much, if In late 1990, the US had one air division
any, involvement in defensive actions with 120 combat aircraft stationed in
beyond its own territory.*" Japan, and one aircraft carrier, eight

On the ground, Japan appears to pos- naval surface combatants, three am-
seas forces more than adequate to handle phiblous ships, and three submarines
the four army divisions and one naval had home ports there. There were also
infantry division that the Soviet Union two air wings with 72 combat aircraft in
has deployed against it-especially In the Republic of Korea, but as long as the
light of the constraints on Soviet am- Democratic People's Republic of Korea
phiblous undertakings. In late 1990, continues to pose a major threat on the
Japan had in active service 12 infantry Korean Peninsula, employment of these
divisions and one armored division dis- planes in other crisis contingencies
persed throughout its territory, would be highly problematic, at least for
Moreover, these forces were outfitted with any extended period.39
large numbers of weapons and equip- Farther away, the US does have some
ment, many of them of a high degree of other forces that it could bring into play
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in the Far East. At the close of 1990, a sive air and naval forces: nevertheless.
US air wing with 48 combat aircraft was other comparative factors such as in-
stationed In the Philippines. but with the dividual unit capabilities, technological
US withdrawal from Clark Air Base. this differences, state of training, and tactical
unit will probably wind up in Guam. In innovativeness tend to offset this disad-
addition. 17 submarines and 16 principal 42

surface combatants are home ported in vantage for the Japanese and US forces.

Hawaii.0 Theoretically, the US could It is not a foregone conclusion, however.

also move a large port ion of the remainder that such circumstances will persist over

of Its 180-ship Pacific Fleet into the region the next decade or so. Unless the size of

if sufficient time were available, but the Soviet forces throughout the entire Pacilic

problems of ensuring air cover and repair, region declines during the next few years

maintenance, and resupply facilities for by at least the 10 to 12 percent that
such a lorce would no doubt render this Washington envisions for US forces by
course impractical. Moreover. some of the mid- 1990s, some compensatory ele-
these naval assets help perform the vital ments will prove essential, or the military
function of defense against intermediate- balance In the Far East could tip toward
and long-range bomber attacks deep into the Soviet Union.4 That qualitative con-
the Pacific.4' siderations alone will suffice is far from

On balance, then, the raw numbers as certain. Japan might need to assume an
of the early 1990s suggest that the Soviet enlarged military role, and whether it

Union enjoys an edge over the Japanese would agree to do so is not at all clear.

and US forces arrayed against Its offen-
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Chapter 6

Implications

FROM the foregoing analysis flow some designed to stabilize the US-Soviet
implications for US military strategy and strategic relationship as much as pos-
the structure of US military forces in the sible. Such measures should go beyond
years ahead. Although this analysis does pushing for ratification and implementa-
not suggest detailed guidelines for either, tlion of the recently concluded START
it does help to establish broad parameters Treaty. Although the US should do noth-
for both. ing to preclude the possibility of an agree-

ment on additional mutual reductions of
an across-the-board nature, such an ac-

Military Strategy cord may be out of the question: there-
fore. the US should focus on controlling

THE implications for military strategy or perhaps even eliminating the most de-
can conveniently be broken down in stabilizing individual aspects of a post-
terms of relevance to nonconventional START situation. Among the prime
and conventional issues. candidates might be the heavy missiles

still allowed under the new START agree-
Nonconventional Dimensions ment and multiple independently tar-

Clearly, the US will require coherent geted reentry vehicles (MIRV). The US

approaches to nuclear, chemical, biologi- should also press for new confidence
ca, and guerrilla warfare contingenciesa commit-

and to international terrorist actions. ment to open skies and increased on-site

Moreover, these approaches should have inspections.

certain specific features. As for potentially hostile nuclear

In the nuclear realm, the US will need powers aside from the Soviet Union. a

to persist in seeking to ensure that It can somewhat different approach will prove

withstand a strike by the Soviet Union essential. Soviet "new thinkers" on
against Its continental territory and still security matters concur with conserva-
deliver a devastating counterattack on tlive Soviet military officers that any Soviet
the Soviet heartland, for despite the use of tactical nuciear weapons or Soviet
major political changes in progress in the employment of nuclear weapons in a
Soviet Union, Its capabilities to carry out single theater would sooner or later lead
such a strike will not disappear. US to an intercontinental nuclear exchange
maintenance of a capacity to destroy the between the Soviet Union and the US;'
Soviet Union even after receiving a first hence, US attempts to cope with potential
strike may not afford great moral satisfac-
tion, but no better alternative to prevent-
Ing an all-out nuclear exchange will be outside the framework of efforts designed
available in the discernible future. to prevent a global nuclear war appear to

At the same time. the US should be idle exercises. This Is not the case
vigorously pursue arms control measures where other nuclear countries potentially
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antagonistic toward the US are con- dimension of US strategy. Such under-
cerned. None of these states possesses takings would need to vary from one
the capability of inflicting catastrophic regional setting to another in accordance
damage on the continental US. and none with which states already boast nuclear
is likely to acquire such a capability any weapons and which states might be in the
time soon. Yet they could conceivably do process of acquiring them. Thus far,
serious harm to US interests abroad, par- Europe constitutes the ohlr milieu in
ticularly to US citizens anC facilities and which regional security requirements
to US allies, have been addressed in a reasonably

In such instances, having the capacity comprehensive fashion. In the wake of
to hit the territories of these countries the Persian Gulf conflict of 199(1-91,
with overwhelming nuclear force might there appears to be some movement in
not deter them from employing their this direction in the Middle East, but it is
weapons or induce them to cease using still much too early to tell for sure. 2

their weapons, for they might be skeptical Besides promoting regional accords
that the US would unleash nuclear that would limit stocks of nuclear
weapons against them as long as its own weapons and/or curtail efforts already
territory was not under attack. Conse- under way to acquire such weapons, the
quently, the US must be prepared as well US should Intensify its attempts to dis-
to retaliate quickly and decisively with courage states from embarking on
conventional forces. Air elements would programs to obtain nuclear weapons. In
probably provide the most persuasive the aftermath of events in the Persian
capabilities in this regard, but other types Gulf in 1990-91, the global political at-
of units might also play a role. mosphere seems to be conducive to in-

Deploying defenses against missile creased international cooperation toward
delivery systems could serve as a further this end. The UN might offer an ap-
persuader; nonetheless, it would have propriate vehicle for such cooperation.
some distinct drawbacks too. Setting up Yet existing or new regional institutions
such defenses everywhere that a nuclear might yield the best results. In any event,
threat to US interests existed or might the US should be highly flexible and prag-
emerge could be astronomically expen- matic in its choice of means through
sive. Furthermore, these defenses would which to try to persuade countries to
not absolutely guarantee deterrence, for refrain from launching programs to ac-
the knowledge that at least a few nuclear- quire nuclear weapons.
armed missiles might get through-as did To deal with the challenges posed by
some of the conventionally armed Scuds chemical and biological weapons, the US
that Iraq fired at Israel and Saudi Arabia ought to champion arms control
in early 1991-might convince a prospec- measures even more resolutely than in
tive aggressor that a first strike with such the case of nuclear weapons, for chemical
weapons had merit. If a first strike ac- and biological weapons are becoming at-
tually took place, of course, antimissile tractive to a number of countries that do
defenses could have considerable utility not have the means to develop or cannot
in limiting the consequences of that afford nuclear weapons. In addition, the
strike. Taken together, these considera- Soviet Union has already shown a willing-
tions argue for, at most, selective deploy- ness to move toward total destruction of
ment of antimissile defenses. its own stock of chemical weapons,3 and

Arms control efforts, however, should the heightened global awareness since
definitely have a significant place in this the 1990-91 Persian Gulf conflict that
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use of chemical and biological weapons in need to retain limited numbers of such
future wars Is not unthinkable would weapons for the time being, for any state
undoubtedly facilitate efforts to outlaw seriously contemplating their employ-
them. ment might consider the total absence of

The UN might provide a suitable forum a capability to retaliate in kind as a major
for a push to eliminate current stockpiles weakness. However, possession of some
of such weapons and any facilities of these weapons in all likelihood would
producing them, as well as to forestall not prove adequate. Much more critical
their further spread. This is especially might be the capacity of conventional US
true in view of the UN Security Council's forces to conduct a swift and deadly strike
insistence in April 1991 that Iraq agree. (most probably by air, but not necessarily
as a condition for a permanent cease-fire exclusively so) against any state that used
in the Persian Gulf war, to dispose of its such instruments. Obviously, attacking
remaining chemical and biological assets the Soviet Union and other large powers
under UN supervision.4 But the US in this manner would pose greater dif-
should not overlook the option of working ficulties for the US than would a strike
with regional organizations. against smaller countiles, especially

Eradication of chemical and biological those in the third world. For example, the
weapons, of course, will not take place Soviet Union not only has strong conven-
overnight. Until it comes about, the US tional defenses but might decide to go
will have no choice but to seek to deter nuclear if hit by US conventional forces.
their use and, if deterrence fails, to end Nevertheless. the mere capability for the
their employment as rapidly as possible. US to mount such a strike would give
The same general method of pursuing even the Soviet Union pause before it
these goals should have validity for all employed chemical or biological weapons.
countries, for the Soviet Union will not Deploying antimissile defenses could
constitute a special case in this context. also contribute to the advancement of
True. the Soviet Union does have the these goals. But such a course would
intercontinental ballistic missiles for have similar drawbacks to those outlined
long-range delivery of chemical or biologi- above in regard to deterring or ending the
cal warheads to the continental US, yet it employment of nuclear weapons. There-
seems highly improbable that Soviet fore, deployment of defenses of this kind
leaders would employ these missiles for would appear feasible only in selected
such a mission. If they wanted to inflict instances.
enormous damage on the US heartland. As for coping with threats posed by
they would almost certainly use the guerrilla warfare, the US. first of all. must
Soviet Union's intercontinental ballistic exercise great care in deciding what rebel-
missiles io launch nuclear warheads be- lions require its engagement. Insurgen-
cause a chemical or biological attack on cies may proliferate in the next decade or
the continental US with these missiles so. but many will have no bearing upon
would leave US forces with all of their US security concerns, particularly if the
nuclear weapons intact. Thus, the Soviet Soviet Union refrains, as it has done in
Union. like other countries, would no recent years, from attempting to exploit
doubt target US interests overseas or, these as a means of enhancing its in-
less likely, the continental US from rela- fluence around the globe. Given the con-
tively close range. straints on American resources, the US

To prevent !he employment of chemical can Ill afford to become involved in such
and biological weapons or to put a quick situations. Involvements of this sort
stop to their use, the US would probably could jeopardize the US's ability to
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respond to challenges that actually do of life. But it would also require the
aflect its security, utmost cooperation and coordination be-

Second. the US ought to rely on local tween US military and civilian agencies
governments to conduct the internal and between these agencies and their
defense of their own countries. Furnish- counterparts abroad. Because of the
ing advice, training, and perhaps even diverse origins of known anti-American
arms to local militaries may be essential. terrorist groups and the varied L , les in
but the US should not assume respon- whi se groups fncth n the 1 tmer
sibility for fighting in the field. In most which these groups function, the number
instances, a local government will find of countries with which liaison would be
social, economic, and political reforms essential could reach substantial propor-

imperative in addition to military tions. In addition, efforts to keep sophis-
measures to meet the insurgent chal- ticated weapons out of the hands of
lenge: and If the US takes on the task of anti-US terrorists could be vital to the
protecting it militarily, that government approach's success.
may seek to avoid the hard steps required Not all anti-American terrorist attacks.
to guarantee resolution of the conflict, however, can be stopped before they take
Moreover. if a government cannot help to place: hence, the US would need to have
ensure its own survival, then no amount available meaningful responses if deter-
of US military might will succeed in prop- rence failed. These responses should in-
ping it up forever. In the meantime, the clude vigorous efforts to track down the
US could become a foreign oppressor in perpetrators of an Incident, to recover any
the eyes of large segments of the local property seized, and to free any hostages
population. or ensure their safety. Although reality

Third, the US should devote the major suggests that these endeavors will some-
share of its resources to discouraging times fall, the certainty that the US will
outside states from trying to fan rebel- firmly pursue the ai and the possibility
lions for their own purposes. Despite the that they might ,:,vrk would serve as at
Soviet Union's new aversion to getting least Inhibitors ofrepeat terrorist actions.
embroiled in insurgent situations, there Furthermore. the US should seriously
are growing indications that many other consider forceful retaliation when the op-
countries will not prove so hesitant. A portunity presents itself. In some cases,
number of the significant regional powers who bears responsibility for an attack will
appear especially prone to meddle In con- be hard to determine, and even if the
flicts of this sort in their own areas. Stop- responsibility can be pinned down. there
ping such activities will not be easy: may be no viable targets for retaliation.
minimizing them may sometimes be all Nevertheless, both criteria will be met on
that is possible. The accomplishment of other occasions. In these instances, a
either goal could necessitate the mar- military retaliation might accomplish a
shalling of substantial forces--especially worthwhile purpose--especially if a ter-
air and/or naval assets-near the locale rorist act had state sponsorship.
of the insurrection. It could even require
punitive operations of one sort or another Conventional Aspects
for especially flagrant interference.

In handling the challenge of interna- With respect to conventional military
tional terrorist operations against US in- strategy. the US ought to plan on the
terests. the US should stress prior possibility of having to fight two "half
detection and deterrence. Such an ap- wars- simultaneously. One of these
proach would minimize damage and loss would be In the eastern Mediter-
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ranean/Middle East, while the other there. Since the late 1980s. the Soviet
would take place in East Asia/Southeast Union has essentially lost its forward

Asia. Not only does the potential for con- position in eastern Europe. and it has

flict run high in both areas, but the US significantly reduced its own military

has major interests in each. Thus, it forces relevant to the European thealer.

would find remaining militarily dis- If it ultimately complies with te

engaged from a war that broke out in provisions of the CFE Treaty. its
capabilities to undertake any offensive

either place exceedingly hard. Else- activities on the European front will
where, the US would not have the same decline even further. For the moment.
difficulty, especially if it was already in- though, the Soviet Union has simply
volved in military undertakings In moved a lot of the weapons and equip-
another locale. ment that It once maintained west of the

As long as the Soviet Union did not Urals to locations east of there, and
commit any of its conventional forces despite the political and military
capable of functioning in these two areas upheavals that it has experienced since
to operations counter to those of the US, the abortive coup of August 1991. it still
neither war would probably reach the retains some capacity to reverse present
magnitude of the 1991 Persian Gulf war trends and field a challenge of real conse-
against Iraq. (Saddam Hussein, after all, quence in Europe.
boasted the fourth largest army in the Yet the Soviet Union could not produce
world at the outset of the 1991 fighting.) a threat of this nature instantaneously.
The one exception in this regard might be Indeed, Soviet leaders might require as
an attack by the Democratic People's much as two years to rebuild their torces
Republic of Korea on the Republic of for such a purpose. Thus. the US would
Korea. Kim I Sung's regime has a for- have considerable warning time to deal
midable military machine, and it enjoys with the situation. Exactly how much
an enormous geographic advantage in
that Seoul, the heavily populated capital time. t ais t mt b e ata or
of the Republic of Korea, lies just a few warning entails not just Soviet actions
miles south of the cease-fire line estab- but also US perceptions of those actions.
lished in the early 1950s. Therefore. a A lengthy period might pass after Soviet

lightning assault by the Democratic rearming began before the US realized
People's Republic of Korea could give the what was happening. Therefore. the US
Pyongyang forces a strategic position might need to be able to put signilicant
from which they could not be dislodged military forces back Into Europe on much
except by a massive military effort. shorter notice than an optimistic es-

Should the Soviet Union opt to become timate would suggest.
engaged in a war in either area. however, To meet the diffuse and widely dis-
the US could easily confront a conflict of persed conventional challenges tUat it
substantial dimensions there. Although could face, the US will have to forsake the
the Soviet Union has a limited capacity to notion of mounting forward defenses. It
function on Its own in either area. its will simply lack the resources to imple-
active support of a local, anti-American ment such a concept. At most. the US
belligerent could prove quite unwelcome will be able to maintain a forward military
from a US standpoint. presence of varying size from place to

The US should be prepared as well to place to signal its intention to counter any
reconstitute a major military force in concrete armed threats that may arise
Europe to meet a renewed Soviet buildup there.
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The US will need to compensate In two reserve units, even in a logistics support
ways for the absence of foreign defenses. role.
First. it must rely on local military forces At the same time, the organizational
to bear an increased share of the burden features of US conventional forces ought
of handling local armed challenges--at to be quite flexible. The milieus In which
least initially-until US reinforcements these forces will be called upon to operate
can arrive. Such reliance could require will differ greatly. so thert should be max-
efforts to improve the training and the imum flexibility to tailor to each specific
weapons and equipment of these forces. situation the units dispatched to cope
Second. to the extent possible, the US with it.
should pre-position in areas of particular Generally speaking, US conventional
Interest to it arms that its forces would combat forces should be highly mobile
have to have for defensive operations and capable of rapid maneuver. Not only
there. This measure would facilitate will they probably have to reach their
rapid deployment of US forces in the deployment destinations swiftly, but they
event of a crisis. may confront superior numbers when

Finally, global arms control undertak- they get there, at least at the outset of any
ings in the conventional sphere will have conflict.
less merit than those in the nonconven- To the extent that mobility and
tional domain, but the US ought to press maneuverability are not compromised.
hard for regional arms control agree- these forces need to be outfitted with

ments that would limit stockpiles or cur- sophisticated weapons and equipment

tall the spread of the most destabilizing such as precision guided munitions.

conventional weapons in specific areas. Items of this kind will help to offset the
numerical imbalance that the forces mayBallistic missiles of an intermediate or enotrathebgnigfadply

medim rnge oul prbabl bethe encounter at the beginning of a deploy-
medium range would probably be the met

ment.
prine candidates here: however, other The airlift and sealift components of
Items such as aircraft or tanks might be conventional US forces must expand.
nearly as important In particular places. With the total and size of US military

contingents overseas inevitably destined
to decrease, the US will have to transport

Force Structure across substantial distances many units
that it will want to deploy to deal with

OF THE implications for force struc- particular crises, and adequate lift
lure, the most far-reaching concern con- capabilities will be crucial to such en-
ventional forces. Because speed of deavors. Airlift will have special impor-
response will be essential to cope with the tance wherever the arrival of forces in
contingencies most likely to arise, the US short order is imperative. Yet with cur-
military must have in active service con- rent lift capabilities, the US would be
ventional forces adequate to carry out hard put during a crisis, as the Persian
sizable emergency deployments; Gulf deployment of 1990-91 showed, to
moreover, these forces need to be suffi- move a large force to a faraway place in a
cient to handle more than one deploy- timely fashion unless there was appreci-
ment concurrently. Reserve elements able delay in the outbreak of actual fight-
could be designated as follow-on forces, ing.'
especially if a crisis became prolonged. The implications for the structure of
But the US response should not be de- nonconventlonal forces are less extensive
pendent initially on the employment of than those for the structure of conven-
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tional forces, but nonetheless of conse- such warfare rather than on how to con-
quence. Plainly, the US needs to modern- duct it, for they will probably have lar
ize Its strategic nuclear forces. The Soviet more occasion in the years ahead to use
Union is still sorting out its defense policy expertise of the former than of the latter
as well as its political arrangements after type.
the attempted coup by conservatives in Last but not least the US military
August 1991. but so far It has given no needs dedicated forces to collect and dis-
sign of altering Its chartered course with nee icate forie llect anti-
respect to strategic nuclear weapons.
That is. It apparently plans to retain a American terrorist groups as well as to

substantial number of heavy land-based react quickly to help deal with contingen-
missiles, to replace its older and lighter cdes like the occupation of buildings or
land-based missiles with mobile ones, to property and the taking of hostages by
improve the hard-target kill capability of these groups. Such forces would not
its submarine-launched missiles, and to have to be enormous, but they should
enhance the quality of Its bomber force. have these functions as their principal
Thus, if the US does not take appropriate missions. Primary responsibility ior such
steps, the strategic balance could tilt inthe ovit Uion' faor.Deveopig a undertakings, of course, would remain

with national civilian agencies: stili, the
proper response might require recon-
sideration of the US commitment to a military could play a highly meaningful
balanced triad of forces, especially to the role in the undertakings, particularly in

maintenance of a large component of responding to attacks.
land-based missiles. Increased
availability and sophistication of air-
launched and sea-launched cruise mis- Conclusion
sties, however, could render such a shift
in approach palatable. Selective arms THE preceding implications of the new
control measures such as limitations on configuration of threats to US security for
mobile missiles and MIRVs could also the foreseeable future do not compel the
prove helpful in this regard. US to abandon all of its prior thinking

To handle nuclear, chemical, and about military strategy and force struc-
biological weapons capable of being ture. Some of these implications point up
delivered by intermediate-, medium-, or the need for continuity in key aspects of
short-range missiles, the US military both. This need is most evident in the
should have mobile antiballistic missile case of the US-Soviet strategic nuclear
assets. It would probably deploy ele- relationship.
ments of this force only where the US had Yet it is also quite clear that the US
vital interests at stake or where the risk must revise its military strategy and force
of an adversary employing such weapons structure in major ways if It Is to meet the
was incontestably high. Nevertheless, security challenges that will confront it.
assets of this sort ought to be available if Above all, increased reliance on allies and
needed. friends abroad and a reorganization and

As far as guerrilla warfare is con- streamlining of US forces seem Impera-
cerned, some US military elements tve. How effectively the US adjusts to the
definitely ought to specialize in this type new realities facing It could greatly affect
of combat. However, their training its ability to defend Its own interests in
should focus primarily n how to counter the years ahead.
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APPENDIX I

Current Soviet Strategic Nuclear Forces

A. Land-Based Ballistic Missiles

Type Reentry Vehicles Total
Missile Number* Range per Missile Reent-y Vehides*

(SMP) (MB) (in km) (SMP) (MB)

SS-25 270 225 10,500 1 270 225

SS.-24 80 60 10,000 10 800 600

SS-19 300 320 10,000 6 1,800 1,920

SS-18 308 308 11,000 1 (Models 1/3/6)
10 (Models 4/5) 3,080 3,080

SS-17 70 75 10,000 4 280 300

SS-13 40 60 9,400 1 40 60

SS-11 335 350 10,600 1 (Model 2)
3 (Model 3) 1,005 1,050

Totals 1,403 1,398 7,275 7,235

*Soviet Military Power 1990 and The Military Balance 1990-1991 give different figures for the total number of missiles
and the breakdown of this sum by type. These differences account for the conflicting figures for reentry vehicles.

B. Submarine-Launched Ballistic Missiles

Missiles Reentry Vehicles Total
Type per Total Total Missile per Reentry

Missile Platform Platforms Missiles Range Missile Vehicles

SS-N-23 16 6 Delta lVs 96 9,000 Up to 10 960

SS-N-20 20 6 Typhoons 120 8,300 10 1,200

SS-N-18 16 14 Delta Ills 224 6,500 3 (Model 1)
7 (Model 3) 1,568

SS-N-17 12 1 Yankee I1 12 3,700 1 12

SS-N-8 16 4 Delta Ils 64 9,100 1 64

12 18 Delta Is 216 - - 216

SS-N-6 16 12 Yankee Is 192 3,000 1 192

SS-N-5 3 2 Golf Ils 6 1,400 1 6

Totals 63 930 4,218
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C. Strike Aircraft

Total Weapons
Unrefuieled Payload (with Cruise Cruise

Total Combat per Missiles Missiles
Type Number Radius Aircraft Maximized) Ranges

(in km) (in kin)

Tu-160
Blackjack 15 7,300 12 AS-I5s 180 1.600

Tu-95 Bear 160 6,400

H 75 Up to 8 AS-15s 600 1.600

B-G 60 4 bombs and 240
2 AS-3s or 120 500

2 AS-4s 300

A-B 25 4 bombs 100

Totals 175 1,240

Savow.: Depa.nIt of De.noo. SoDWt StaY POw- 19f0 (WSNK~lgM. D.C.: Govynwnntl Pmng Offic.. Sqptwbw 1990). chap. 5; Ilrmabona Irul to for
Sftrosc Sthud, The A•my Bha&m 1O-1901- (London: mmy's, Autumn 1900). 34 and 221-23.

Legend: SMP-Soviel Military Power
MB-Military Balance
km--kilometers
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"APPENDIX 2

Current US Strategic Nuclear Forces

A. Land-Based Ballistic Missiles

Reentry Vehicles Total
Missile Number Range per Missile Reentry Vehicles

(in kin)

Peacekeeper 50 11,000+ Up to 10 500
Minuteman III 500 11,000+ 3 1,500
Minuteman II 450 12,500 1 450

Totals 1,000 2,450

B. Submarine-Launched Ballistic Missiles

Missiles
Type per Total Total Missile Reentry Vehicles Total
Missile Platform Platforms Missiles Range per Missile Reentry Vehicles

(in km'

Trident D-5 24 2 SSBN-726 48 7,400 8 384

(Ohio)
Trident C-4 384 7,400 8 3,072

24 8 SSBN-726 192

(Ohio)
16 6 SSBN-640 96

(Franklin)

16 6 SSBN-627 96

(Madison)
Poseidon C-3 192 4,000 10 1,920

16 6 SSBN-640 96

(Franklin)
16 2 SSBN-627 32

(Madison)

16 4 SSBN-616 64

(Lafayette)

Totals 34 624 5,376
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C. Strike Aircraft

Total Weapons
Unre fueled Payload (With Cruiee Crwse

Total Combat per Missiles "3ssi0e
Type Number Radius Aircraft Maximized) Ranges

(Active) (Storage) (in kin) (in kin)

B-1B 90 5 7,500 Internal: 24 3,610
SRAMs* or 220
24 bombs

External: 14
SRAMs or
14 bombs

B-52H 84 11 8,000 Internal: 8 1,900
ALCMs** 2,400

External: 12
ALCMs

B-52G'* 70 7 7,500 Internal: 8 1,540
SRAMs or
12 bombs

External: 12
ALCMs

Totals 244 23 7,050

*Short-range attack missile.
**Air-launched Cruise missile.
-Only those employed in a strategic role. There are an additional 33 active aircraft and six in storage that are assigned

a conventional role.

Soure.: Depsibiwrit of Defense. Sow~t Mlitay Power 1990 (Wasi*nglo D.C.: Govemywnent Pn*,g Olic. Septernlor 1990). chap. 5; ktuenalor nathubM for
SkaftegiSkudes. The Aidfary Beawo 1900-4.991 (London: B~easy's. AuakmI900). 17,216-la.
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APPENDIX 3

Current International Terrorist
Organizations

Recent
Date Anti-United

Group Formed Type Roots States Activiftes

1. Abu Nidal Organization 1974 Palestinian Palestine Yes
(also known as Fatah liberation
Revolutionary Council,
Arab Revolutionary
Brigades, Black
September, Revolutionary
Organization of Socialist
Muslims)

2. Al-Fatah (also known 1957 Palestinian Palestine Yes
as Al 'Asifa) liberation

3. Hawari Group (also Palestinian Palestine Yes
known as Fatah Special liberation
Operations Group,
Martyrs of Tal Al Za'atar,
Amn Araissi)

4. Democratic Front 1969 Palestinian Palestine No
for the Liberation liberation
of Palestine (DFLP) and Marxist

5. 15 May 1979 Palestinian Palestine Yes
Organization liberation

6. Force 17 Early Palestinian Palestine No
1970s liberation

7. Palestine Liberation 1977 Palestinian Palestine Yes
Front (PLF) liberation

8. Palestine Liberation 1964 Palestinian Palestine No
Organization (PLO) libernuion

9. Popular Front for 1967 Palestinian Palestine No
the Liberation of liberation
Palestine (PFLP) and Marxist-

Leninist
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Recent
Date Anh-United

Group Formed Type Roots States Activibes

10. Popular Front for 1968 Palestinian Palestine Yes
the Uberation of liberation
Palestine-General
Command (PFLP-GC)

11. Popular Front for 1979 Palestinian Palestine Yes
the Uberation of liberation
Palestine--Special and Marxist-
Command (PFLP-SC) Leninist

12. Popular Struggle 1967 Palestinian Palestine No
Front (PSF) liberation

13. Palestinian Islamic Palestinian Palestine No
Jihad (also known liberation
as Islamic Jihad- and Islamic
Jerusalem) fundamentalist

14. Lebanese Armed 1979 Pro-Palestinian Lebanon Yes
Revolutionary and Marxist-
Faction (LARF) Leninist

15. Armenian Secret 1975 Armenian Armenia Yes
Army for the Liberation liberation (Turkey)
of Armenia (also known and Marxist-
as The Orly Group, Leninist
3rd October)

16. Justice Commandos 1975 Armenian Armenia No
of the Armenian Genocide liberation (Turkey)
(also known as Armenian and right-wing
Revolutionary Army)

17. Hizballah or Party of God 1983 Islamic Lebanon Yes
(also known as Islamic fundamentalist
Jihad, Revolutionary and pro-Iranian
Justice Organization)

18. Armed Liberation 1987 Leftist Bolivia Yes
Forces Zarate
WilIka (FAL)

19. Central American 1976 Regional Central America Yes
Revolutionary Worker's Marxist- (El Salvador group
Party (PRTC) Leninist the most important)

20. Clara Elizabeth 1983 Leftist El Salvador Yes
Ramirez Front
(CERF)
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Recent
Date Ant-Unlled

Group Formed Type Roots States Activtes

21. Farabundo Marti 1980 Coalition El Salvador Yes

National Liberation of five Marxist
Front (FMLN)* and Marxist-

Leninist groups

22. Lautaro Youth Late 1980s Leftist Chile Yes
Movement (also
known as Lautaro
faction of United
Popular Action
Movement or
Lautaro Popular
Rebel Forces)

23. Manuel Rodriguez 1983 Marxist-Leninist Chile Yes
Patriotic Front (FPMR)

24. Movement of the 1965 Marxist-Leninist Chile No

Revolutionary Left (MIR)

25. Morazanist Patriotic Late Leftist Honduras Yes
Front (FPM) 1980s

26. Popular Revolutionary 1978 Leftist Honduras Yes
Forces--Lorenzo
Zelaya (FRP-LZ)

27. Movement of April 19 1974 Leftist Colombia Yes
(M19)..

28. National Liberation 1963 Marxist-Leninist Colombia Yes

Army (ELN) and pro-Cuban

29. People's Liberation 1967 Marxist-Leninist Colombia Yes
Army (EPL)** (Maoist)

30. Revolutionary Armed 1966 Marxist-Leninist Colombia Yes
Forces of Colombia
(FARC)

31. Sendero Luminoso 1969 Marxist-Leninist Peru Yes
(Shining Path) (Maoist)

32. Tupac Amaru 1983 Marxist-Leninist Peru Yes
Revolutionary
Movement (MRTA)

33. Action Directe (AD) 1979 Marxist France Yes

34. Basque Fatherland 1959 Basque Spain No

and Liberty (ETA/M) separatist
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35. October 1st Antifascist 1975 Marxist-Leninist Spain Yes
Resistance Group (Maoist)
(GRAPO)

36. Red Army for the By 1987 Catalonian Spain Yes
Liberation of separatist
Catalonia (ERCA) and Marxist-

Leninist

37. Terra Lliure (Free 1970s Catalonian Spain No
Land) separatist

and Marxist

38. Communist 1984 Marxist-Leninist Belgium Yes
Combatant
Cells (CCC)

39. Popular Forces of 1980 Marxist Portugal Yes
25 April (FP-25)

40. Provisional Irish 1969 Irish unification Ireland No

Republican Army (PIRA) and Marxist

41. Red Army Faction (RAF) 1968 Marxist-Leninist Germany Yes

42. Red Brigades (BR) 1969 Marxist-Leninist Italy Yes

43. Revolutionary 1975 Marxist Greece Yes
Organization
17 November (also
known as 17 November)

44. Revolutionary People's 1971 Leftist Greece Yes
Struggle (ELA)

45. Kurdish Worker's Party Mid-i 970s Kurdish separatist Turkey No
(also known as Kurdish and Marxist-
Labor Party) Leninist

46. Chukaku-Ha (Nucleus 1963 "New Leftist" Japan Yes
or Middle-Core Faction)

47. Japanese Red Army 1971 Marxist-Leninist Japan Yes
(JRA)

48. New People's Army 1969 Marxist-Leninist Philippines Yes
(NPA) (Maoist)

49. Dashmesh (also Around Sikh separatist India No
known as 10th 1982
Regiment)
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50. Dal Khalsa 1978 Sikh separatist India No

51. Babbar Khalsa ? Sikh separatist India No

52. All-India Sikh Students ? Sikh separatist India No
Federation

53. African National 1961 Black rights South Africa No
Congress (ANC)*- (guerrilla wing

formed)

54. National Resistance 1976 Rightist Mozambique No
Movement (RENAMO)

"In early 1991, the FMLN appeared to be edging toward a renunciation of terrorism as a means of pursuing its political
ends. The senior corm.mander of the group's military forces, Joaquin Villalobos, asserted that his group could no longer be
considered a Marxist movement, and he indicated that its goals would not be achieved by an armed revolution but through
participation in an unarmed political movement in a pluralistic, competitive democracy. In accordance with this position, the
front did not seek to interfere with voting in the Salvadoran municipal and legislative elections in March 1991. See Mark Uhlig.
"Salvador Guerrillas Pledge Not to Disrupt Next Election," New York Times, 2 March 1991, and "Top Salvador Rebel Alters
His Goals," New York Times, 7 March 1991; Shirley Christian, "Salvador Chief Sees Better Chance for Peace," New York
Times, t0 March 1991.

"*M19 forsook terrorist activities and participated in the 1990 national elections in Colombia. See "What Happened to
Guerrilla Bands," and James Brooke, "Colombian Guerrillas Forsake the Gun for Politics." New York Times. 2 September
1990.

""The EPL formally laid down its arms and returned to civilian lite in early 1991. See "More Rebels in Colombia Lay Down
Their Arms," New York Times, 27 January 1991; and "Colombia Rebel Group Quits After 23 Yrs." New York Times, 2 March
1991.

* "-In August 1990, the ANC agreed to suspend its guerrilla war in return for a number of concessions from the South
African government, and then in February 1991 it reached an accord with the authorities in Pretoria to stop both infiltration
and training of guerrillas and not to threaten violence as long as the government recognized its right to carry on peacetul
protest activities. See Alan Cowell, "African National Congress Suspends Its Guerrilla War," New York Times, 7 August 1990,
and "Communist Ally of Mandela Says Rebel War Could Still Be Revived," New York Times, 8 August 1990; Christopher S.
Wren, "In South Africa, Key Accord on Fighters," New York Times, 16 February 1991.
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